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ABSTRACT 
 The following short stories and nonfiction essays were produced by the author 
during her writing career at the University of Southern Mississippi.  
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INTRODUCTION 
I used to sing Shel Silverstein’s cheeky verses in the echo-prone foyer of my 
childhood home. I used to pray in couplets. As a compulsion-riddled and legalistic child, 
I prayed often and usually out of fear. I scrawled rhyming penances in floral notebooks, 
channeling my fear of God-as-cosmic-policeman into verse. Then came knockoff psalms 
and faux-ecclesiastical prose poems. Then came a faith crisis, but I never stopped praying 
in poetry. When I got to college, I ended up in a fiction writing class and fell in love with 
short stories and the residues the good ones leave. But, yeah, it was always poetry.  
Now I am realizing how I owe every sentence of mine worth anything at all to the 
poetic line. It is always poetry I am trying to approximate or echo, whether in story or 
essay or even thesis introduction. To me, the sentence is a unit akin to the poetic line. The 
paragraph is like a stanza. The plot—a necessary evil—is the percussive, orienting force 
behind the music of the language. I want to tell stories, but even more than that, I want to 
make music. I want to create rhythms with staying power. The short story and the lyrical 
personal essay can be poetic forms in their own right, if only we treat them that way. 
Word by word by word.  
 In his speech “The Sentence Is a Lonely Place,” Gary Lutz reveals how, as a 
teenager reading an eighth-grade science textbook, he came to understand the materiality 
of language:  
“It was news to me that a word is matter, that it exists in tactual materiality, that it has a 
cubic bulk. Only on the page is it flat and undensified. In the mouth and in the mind it is 
three-dimensional, and there are parts that shoot out from it or sink into its syntactic 
surround.” (Believer) 
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In my own prose, I cannot escape the ‘tactual materiality’ of language that Lutz 
acknowledges, no matter how much plot and character attempt to outshine or compensate 
for the words as units of volume. When I think about the stories that drive me—
collections like Junot Diaz’s Drown or Saunders’s Tenth of December or Gogol’s 
collected works—I think about how just about any line from these stories could be 
plucked from the matrix of the story and could still stand alone as a bit of music. I try to 
make the moving parts of my work as sonically and tonally valuable as possible.  
   Lutz says it better:  
“As a reader, I finally knew what I wanted to read, and as someone now yearning to 
become a writer, I knew exactly what I wanted to try to write: narratives of steep verbal 
topography, narratives in which the sentence is a complete, portable solitude, a minute 
immediacy of consummated language—the sort of sentence that, even when liberated 
from its receiving context, impresses itself upon the eye and the ear as a totality, an 
omnitude, unto itself.” (Believer) 
 When, as an undergraduate, I began writing fiction, the last line of a story always 
came to me first. The last line was like a strange, gorgeous shell I might find on the 
beach. The last line was my lucky treasure, a token from the muse. I would construct the 
rest of the story (the plot, the characters, the arc) to be a big, unfinished wooden shelf on 
which I could display that shell-sentence. As I grow as a writer, I treasure my shell-
sentences more and more. But I am also trying to build better shelves for them. 
Shadowboxes, even. Frames on gyroscopes. Geodes with shell-sentences at their hearts, 
just begging to be cracked. I want the work to sound good, but I want it to move well too.  
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 As far as structure and perspective are concerned, I lean toward the shapes and 
viewpoints that will amplify and complicate the work as much as possible. I like the 
voice to be close to the content. I like the shape to be as linear as possible. I find myself 
trafficking in first- and second- person often, most likely because I am partial to the ‘I’ 
voice of lyrical poetry.  
 Thematically, the work gathered here is most heavily invested in family and faith. 
I am the oldest of five children and was raised in a semi-sheltered Protestant home, and 
the work gathered here displays my embrace—escape—embrace dance I’ve done (and 
still do) with Christian ideology. I am interested in how families work and don’t, how 
people talk to, at, and past one another, and how intimacy crops up and dies so quickly.  
I begin the following collection with flash fiction, a form in which I have been 
working since I was an undergraduate. I remember learning about flash fiction during a 
fiction workshop I took my junior year of college. I had read flash fiction before; in fact, 
I had written flash fiction before (a pitiful little story about a spinster taking her niece to 
the theater). Until this point, however, I didn’t know that flash fiction was what I had 
fallen in love with. Everything changed when I read Etgar Keret’s silly teardrop of a 
story, “Crazy Glue,” now considered a sort of canonical flash fiction. In a conversation 
with New Yorker fiction editor Deborah Treisman, Keret says that writing fiction—
especially shorter short fiction—is like surfing. One must wait around for the right wave, 
then simply be diligent and cool by riding it in: 
 “When you write a long short story, it’s not that different from writing a novel, 
because you have to design the story. You have to have some kind of blueprint for where 
you’re heading. It’s very much like navigating. But when you write a really short story, it 
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works much differently. It’s much more like surfing. You take your board, you go into the 
water, you wait for a wave, and then you jump on the board, and the only thing you’re 
trying to do is not to fall off the board. You don’t ask yourself, ‘Where am I heading? 
Where will it end? What am I trying to say?’ You just say, ‘If I keep the tone, the tone will 
take me somewhere.’ I don’t know how much fun it is to read those stories, but it’s an 
amazing feeling to write them.” (Keret 2015)  
The first story in this collection, “Anne Dowdy-Whistler to Her Fiancee” 
(published in Product 30), is a one-sided communique from a middle-aged professor to a 
lover she met online and is planning to meet in person. Throughout the story, we get the 
sense that Ms. Dowdy-Whistler may be writing to nobody at all. This piece is a thought 
experiment. I remember asking myself what it might look like in real-time for somebody 
to put all his or her eggs in one basket. What might it mean for somebody to lay it all out 
there? What kind of person would write a letter (or email) that details her every desire 
(sexual, material, emotional)? I only spent a few hours writing Ms. Dowdy-Whistler, and 
she exhausted me. She is a desire-machine with a vanilla personality. The last line of the 
story, “When you see me on the steps of the Episcopal church, look at me like I am 
someone you would like to know,” are meant to echo Ms. Whistler’s desire to be known 
by her internet lover Gregory, by somebody, perhaps by anybody. Because she surely 
does not know herself. I want this story be first because I think Ms. Whistler’s desperate 
tone resonates well throughout the entire collection. After all, in writing anything at all, I 
am asking you to know me as best as you can. 
 In my next flash fiction, “Big, Old, and Washed in White” (published in 
Yalobusha Review) a young-ish woman reflects back on a past relationship. What she is 
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really looking back on, however, is the place her lover was from. She may have loved 
this place more than she loved him. This story began as a poem (again, a bad one) that I 
wrote for an undergraduate poetry workshop. During my second year of graduate school, 
when I was in Anne Sanow’s workshop, I modified each stanza in the poem into a 
paragraph. That new rhythm propelled me to a new ending. I find second-person 
perspective especially useful for flash fiction, as a kind of pseudo-epistolary form can 
create a voyeuristic intimacy for the reader. Moving the themes in “Big, Old, and Washed 
in White” from free verse poetry to fluid flash fiction challenged me to give the verse 
more of a narrative shape while still maintaining the words and sounds that I think made 
this piece different than other letters-to-lovers. 
 “Chickasaw County Line” (published in Deluge) is another second-person flash 
fiction, except this time the narrator directly addresses the unnamed male protagonist. 
This piece is a brief rumination on family: how we know them and don’t know them. I 
tried to mix imperative commands with concrete images to pull the scattered thoughts of 
the protagonist out onto the page. This was a meditation on social anxiety, especially 
social anxiety in the presence of those around whom we are supposed to be the most 
comfortable. The eye of the story jumps from interior to exterior, from the circumstances 
of the protagonist and his wife to the physical surroundings of the family reunion to the 
protagonist’s affinity for judgment: 
“There are no kids because you and your wife won’t have any. Liver spots can be 
purple and brown. A rainbow of flyswatters is hanging from a sole nail on a post. This is 
the thing you have to endure each year because Faith, bless her, isn’t that what her family 
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would say, gives you no out. On her plate: a mountain of potato salad like she’s gearing 
up for another year in the boondocks. 
Do not see the resemblance between your wife’s ankles and her great aunt’s. Do 
not sense potential. Everybody makes their own way. The country does things to people.” 
I prefer to write in second person. Second person feels more like an ode. But the 
last three flash fictions I include here are told in first person. “Louise (Weezy) Heller 
Recalls What Stuck” (published as flash fiction by Columbia Journal Online) might just 
be a prose poem. I do not know. Here, I thought about what a sad-ish woman might 
remember if her life flashed before her eyes in some kind of freak accident. I wanted to 
create a brief memory triptych and allow readers to determine how, if at all, Weezy’s 
three recollections hang together in any significant way. Here, the first-person 
perspective allowed me to present Weezy’s perspective unmitigated. By the story’s end, 
Weezy says that her tardily gained wisdom isn’t worth any more than the smelly dollar 
bills she used to wave at Pickle, a mentally disabled restaurant entertainer. In this story, I 
am interested in how knowledge might lose value as well as how memory works at 
turbulent, threatening, or terminal junctures. 
“A Time to Weep,” is a young teenage girl’s reflection on her grandmother’s 
death as well as the strangeness of North Mississippi, the place where her family is from. 
Here, I attempted to use the first-person perspective as a lens through which readers see 
every member of the narrator’s family: preoccupied parents, a perturbed brother, 
waxfaced distant relatives. The narrator’s voice is meant to be both innocent and cynical, 
as the story is interested in family and the non-closure that death rituals like funerals offer 
those who grieve.  
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The last flash fiction I include in this collection is “Fiona’s Floundering at a Few 
Vacant Hours,” which is a bored, drunk woman’s thoughts as she looks out of the 
window of her rented condominium. This piece features several conflicting truths and 
ends with a whimper of loneliness. Fiona knows very little, so she just makes things up as 
she goes: 
“I run like a gazelle. I haven’t moved more than a few feet in years. Since I was a 
kid, maybe. I can do the splits. I can hardly stand. I like riddles. I hate riddles. I am the 
dragging of a trailer gate on the asphalt and there is nothing you can do about it.” 
Leaning toward poetry is relatively easy within flash fiction. The form is fluid and 
redefined every time someone writes it. Traditional short stories, on the other hand, 
demand more structure and less rose-sniffing. Or at least that is the advice my mentors 
and peers have given, advice that was sorely needed and eagerly received. I only include 
three ‘short stories’ here. The short stories in this collection taught me something about 
the world and about writing about the world. And I had fun with them, which surely 
counts for something. 
 “You’ve Been Somewhere” is primarily interested in memory and in the idea of 
‘gap years.’ I wrote this story under the tutelage of Justin Taylor. Therese, the 
protagonist, tells us firsthand about a recent heartbreak and her attempts to get over it by 
moving to a cattle farm in Colorado. The story begins with Therese’s recollections of 
consciously willing herself to remember beautiful things. By the story’s end, Therese 
wills herself to remember the eminent birth of a calf. “It would happen soon but had not 
happened yet,” she says. This linear first-person story is meant to throw light on that 
principle, the in-between time that composes the majority of our lives.  
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 “Synecdoche” is a first-person story about family. It is the first story I wrote in 
Steve Barthelme’s workshop, and it is loosely based on the relationship between/among 
my father, my uncle, and my grandfather. Throughout my life, in hearing my father tell 
stories about his childhood, I have realized that I will never know how things really were. 
I will only ever see this untouchable past through my father’s eyes. I don’t consider my 
father a liar, but I realize that all perspectives are tinged with bias. Once I realized I could 
never know the truth because I could never see the past myself, I stopped yearning for 
absolutes with regard to the story of my family. And in writing fiction about my family, I 
have learned more about them than I believe I could have otherwise. I was able to 
rearrange shards of truth into a mosaic of fiction, a process that was both terrifying and 
cathartic. The title of this story is meant to denote parts and wholes, how individuals can 
represent entire families and vice-versa. 
 The final ‘long’ short story I include here is “28 July,” the only piece told from 
the third-person perspective. It took shape in Steve Barthelme’s workshop. In this story, 
Dilly Clark reconciles with her hasty divorce and the fact that her college-aged son is the 
father of a one-year-old. The story takes place at the Neshoba County Fair, a place that is 
meant to be traditional, idyllic, and unshakably Southern. The narrator follows Dilly 
around as she tries to be ‘at the fair’ (or in the present) like she did when she was a girl 
and when she was newly married. The third person narration allows us to observe Dilly 
as if she is a subject, which I think calls into question how well we as readers can really 
know the observed protagonist. 
 At the beginning of the second year of my graduate career, I flippantly enrolled in 
Justin Taylor’s nonfiction workshop. I needed an elective credit. I could not have 
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foreseen how formative that workshop would be for my future aspirations as a writer. 
Although I will always love reading fiction and writing fiction that dabbles in poetics, I 
have a newfound love for longer-form essays and hope to write and perhaps publish more 
of them the longer I am around. Writing nonfiction has give me a better glimpse of 
myself and those around me, but more importantly it has allowed me to become even 
more comfortable with uncertainty: with myself, with those around me, with my own 
writing. In all three nonfictional essays I have included here, I wrestle with ideas of 
family, faith, and identity. 
 “Born Tonight” is a segmented essay written in the wake of what I called a small 
personal tragedy. Now I would call that time in my life a tectonic transition. Things 
opened up, things fell through, and that essay is an artifact of what it felt like to be in that 
flux.  In writing it, I was able to explore how lifelong, abiding anxiety—particularly 
anxiety tethered to religion—has informed my identity. I was also able to articulate a 
burgeoning faith in a God who once terrified me.  
 “Me and My Household” considers my paternal family’s history and how I might 
fit into and prolong a legacy forged by educators and addicts. I focus on the summer I 
spent cleaning out my grandmother’s house, and I realize that material objects can reveal, 
conceal, and confuse multitudes.  
 The last essay I include in this collection is the titular one: “Unlonley” (published 
in Minerva Rising). It is an ode to my late uncle, Chris Karnes. It is an ode to knowing 
him and not knowing him. I chose “Unlonely” as the title of the following compilation 
because unlonely is how I feel when I am with my family, especially when we are 
bringing Chris back into the room by sharing stories about him. Also, unlonely is how I 
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feel when I give myself over to language and share that language with you. Whoever you 
are.  
 Steve Barthelme, a good teacher, says the best writers are just people who are 
amazed by this world. “Look at the way Katherine Mansfield writes about ducks,” he’d 
say. When I first began graduate school, I wanted to impress Steve, so I started to pay 
better attention to the world around me. I began carrying a little notebook around and 
writing toward what I saw, and what I found was a renewed reverence for the ordinary 
and the extraordinary, the beautiful and the ugly. I wanted to write stories because they 
are good containers for sentence and sound and wonder. I wanted to write the stories here 
and share them with you in the hopes of confronting the dizzying on and on of being a 
person, and that feels like poetry. 
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ANNE DOWDY-WHISTLER TO HER FIANCE 
I will arrive at the Episcopal church with my hair tucked behind my ears. You will 
know it is me from my large forehead and the baby hairs encircling it. I look exactly as I 
do in the pictures. I will wear brown eye shadow, but if you can see my eye shadow you 
will know by then it is me. I will say hello because I will know exactly who you are the 
moment I see you. I won’t be bashful. It is too late for that. I will extend my hand and 
introduce myself plainly. I will shake your hard-worn hand, and by then we will know as 
much as we need to. 
The church is darling and right off the interstate. A perfect meeting spot. The 
priest is a woman. If this unsettles you, don’t tell me. She will want to shake your hand 
and introduce you to her wife Tabby, who is dear and warm. At the service you and I will 
not touch. You will not place your arm around me in the way all the husbands around us 
place their arms around their tweedy wives. For you are not my husband and, though 
tweedy, I am not your wife. There, in that sanctuary which smells of ancient hymnals and 
complimentary coffee, we will remain still and recite, recite, recite. Lately I’ve been 
entertaining an abiding fantasy in which your voice and mine become one after the eighth 
or ninth soothing repetition of Lord, hear our prayer. You will take Holy Eucharist unless 
you are feeling iffy about your faith, in which case it’s best to skip. I will not blame you. 
In fact, I will praise you for honesty. Dear man. 
You mustn’t propose at the Episcopal church. Take me to lunch instead: Pickwick 
Café has macaroons or just the Olive Garden is fine, too. You should know by now I am 
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not a high-maintenance girl. Wear slacks. Jerry, my graduate assistant, will be sitting in 
the booth behind ours and will take a candid photo when you pop the question. 
Time passes crazily. Just a few months ago you were but a series of ones and 
zeroes to me, a dark corner of cyberspace, a profile full of innocuous data. Age: 47. 
Occupation: does it matter? Goals: lifelong love. Your photograph sometimes appeared 
pixelated, as if you wanted to remain a mystery. I found it all very titillating and was 
tempted on several occasions to tell my colleagues about you and our snail-like romance. 
I call this time in my life, pre-Gregory, ‘the gradual trail of slime.’ 
I will admire the ring many times and will be particularly hung-up on the teardrop 
cut. I have always dreamed of it. I may even bring my whole hand up to my lips and kiss 
it. Do not think me idolatrous or silly; I will simply be overcome by emotion, gratitude, 
the fact that someone could love me this much/spend this much. I will be girlish and 
swoon over you, giddy, may even pretend my fingers are legs and walk them up your 
hairy, sufficient arm. That night when we make love I may call you ‘Daddy,’ but I will 
apologize if I do and wait at least three hours to try to make love to you again, sans 
speaking altogether. Allow me my reactions. They are temporary and must be indulged if 
you don’t want them to linger. 
 
We are hardly young anymore. A courthouse wedding will do. I found a white 
pantsuit with big buttons and I may put a flower in my hair. It won’t feel authentic right 
away, not for me anyway. A few days in, after I have seen every inch of you, you may 
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feel like my husband. When I see you on my couch eating my vegetable pasta, you may 
feel like my husband. Once we are married we can ceremoniously delete our online 
dating accounts and look each other in the eyes like, ‘This is something. This is really 
something.’ 
I will make you a good home. I have a little herb garden growing in my window; 
maybe you can help me with it. You may keep your model confederate soldiers in the 
sunroom. I cleared some drawers for them. Do not fool around in my office or touch the 
creams and pills on the bathroom counter. In turn I won’t arrange your soldiers or take 
your car magazines with me to the water closet. I will take off my ring and put it in an 
oyster shell on the nightstand when we go to bed. I sleep on the left. I stay in one place all 
through the night. 
Gregory: back in November you said you were shy and broken. Then you logged 
out of your account for a week to do some self-inventory. That was all fine, but now is 
the time for you to be present. Do not be afraid to meet me face-to- face. Everything is on 
the table now, and there are no surprises. You will ask. I will say yes. When you see me 
on the steps of the Episcopal church, look at me like I am someone you would like to 
know. 
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BIG, OLD, WASHED IN WHITE 
 
The first time I came to your childhood home I washed my hands in Sea Salt 
Neroli.  Your mother came clicking down the hall rubbing her wrists together, dispersing 
amber perfume. She threw those shortbread arms around me like I was her own. Then she 
grabbed the rifle from the bannister and taught me how to shoot liquor bottles off the 
hood of her SUV. We got tattoos: Trust No Bitch on our ribcages where the skin is paper. 
And we toasted to everything that night, when she taught me to always leave a sip in the 
glass.  
 You cut my hair above my ears and gave me a big white undershirt to wear 
around the house. In the morning you brought me coffee and asked Can you ignore a 
gift? You: Mr. Coca Cola to cure all hangovers. You: pickled okra in your ma’s Bloody 
Mary. Half-dead crow in a dog’s mouth as the thing trots up from the river. 
 Later I might go to space or lose a kidney or become somebody’s mother. But 
those were the first days, when I spread like a starfish in the guest room and broke a piece 
of ancient china and nobody was mad, as I was a guest. But what happened, really? It’s 
been a long time. How many glasses of _____ and hours have passed since I’ve seen a 
man like you curled at the foot of my bed?   
 On those first nights your mother sat us down. She had a secret. “Did you know 
we have a cellar?” she asked, “No one goes in it anymore, but they used to have key 
parties down there.” She waited, her pupils huge, for us to ask what a key party was. 
Eventually I did: “A what?” 
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 “You wouldn’t believe it,” she said. She pasted Delta Caviar on a butter cracker. 
“Everyone shows up and the husbands put their car keys in a gold bowl. The wives close 
their eyes and stick their hands in, and they grab a pair of keys.” 
 “I see,” I said. 
 “And the wives have to ride home with the men the keys belong to!” She erupted 
into laughter then crossed her legs like all the sudden it wasn’t funny at all.   
 But I drove away. I locked myself out of all of you. The heat followed me. The 
land was flat and the roads were narrow and the catfish farms smelled foul. Where we 
were and when we were, you drank too much and I cried. I was young. You made my 
hips widen. You gave me lines: laugh, smile, grimace. I gave you grays as thick as 
cigarettes and pitiful sticky notes on the bathroom mirror: sun and moon and stars, they 
said. Or “fail not in kindness today.” I was saying everything more to myself, but you 
were there.  
 About your body: it’s a noble one. God bless your grove of wiry shoulder hairs. 
God bless the blackheads on the sides of your nose and the smoky rose tattoo on your 
chest. Your heart beat four times faster than mine, and even if we loved each other again 
I’d still hate the rapping of your foot at the dinner table. I’d like to bless your mother, too, 
even if she’s too busy to call me back. Bless that temper. Once we sat in bed eating Texas 
sheet cake and knocking back a whole bottle of port, and it was the tenderest damn thing.  
 I took some bottles to a creek today and set them up right on the side, cocked a 
squirrel gun and squinted my eyes. The first few times I missed, but the last bottle broke 
open. Inside, a note from you. Trust no bitch, it said. I ate it because I was so far away no 
one could see me do it. When I’m lonely I do all sorts of wrong. 
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 Whose back are you scratching now? Who are you telling you could eat her alive? 
Who’s getting squeezed till near-pop in the breakfast nook of the house on Geranium 
Lane? I have a message for her: chain yourself to the floor. When you think you want to 
go, you don’t. Love harder. Be better. Decide at this moment to bind yourself to that 
place. A good home, a good man, a mother-in-law who holds your hair after she’s given 
you too much milk punch. Bloom and grow, sister. Soil is good there but winter is 
merciless. 
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CHICKASAW COUNTY LINE 
They’ve all gathered on the pool deck around a Tickle-Me-Elmo, which keeps 
screeching and falling over. Who brought the Tickle-Me-Elmo? Not the kids. There are 
no kids. You wonder if heat can kill a Tickle-Me-Elmo or an old redneck. The thing 
about family reunions is nobody knows how to act. It’s about everybody and their names 
and their pocketknives.  
There are no kids because you and your wife won’t have any. Liver spots can be 
purple and brown. A rainbow of flyswatters is hanging from a sole nail on a post. This is 
the thing you have to endure each year because Faith, bless her, isn’t that what her family 
would say, gives you no out. On her plate: a mountain of potato salad like she’s gearing 
up for another year in the boondocks. 
Do not see the resemblance between your wife’s ankles and her great aunt’s. Do 
not sense potential. Everybody makes their own way. The country does things to people.  
You and the Tickle-Me-Elmo are souring. This is the thing about you, the thing 
that makes you special and higher: you can tell when you’re about to melt down. You can 
tell the future. You can sense yourself running out of courtesies. The thing about this 
family reunion is that nobody drinks. Corn dip is the only social lubricant. Hate doesn’t 
have to have a direction, only a source. Nobody has taken time to put their index finger in 
a wet wipe and remove the dust from the edges of the picture frames.  
 This clump of leathery aunts-and-uncles-in-law still laughs. Faith stands over 
them and says, “I can’t believe you’ve never seen one of these things before. All the kids 
have them.” And the aunt with well-preserved skin says without tact or much inflection, 
“Well you don’t have any kids to play with any toys.” You count the inconsistencies in 
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the poured concrete of the pool deck because you know she’s looking at you with big 
eyes like, do me in the bathroom, like, I want a dumpling of a baby. 
If you had a baby you’d throw her into the pool. They swim fine so small. You’ve 
seen it on the internet. You can tell the future in the mingling gray clouds. Don’t go just 
now, we haven’t even had strawberry cake. A storm will strand you here for the night and 
you’ll have to stick to Faith in the low-ceilinged room upstairs. You don’t have to, you 
want to, for now. So sober you might be drunk. Bullfrogs and crickets are keeping you 
here. Smiling feels silly in the dark because you can hear your own lips parting. This is 
how farm people get made.  
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LOUISE ‘WEEZY’ HELLER RECALLS WHAT STUCK 
 
I. Julius played piano in the old folks’ home, Monday and Saturday afternoons, 
accompanied by the sound of creaking joints. His mother called him Jewel-
yuss. A clear Saturday morning, Julius, still drunk, drove his hybrid right into 
the lobby. Tabby the nurse was flattened. Immediately Julius realized what 
he’d done, cried, tried in a fit to put Tabby back together. No one in Oliver 
had ever gone to jail so willingly. Sometimes people come to read him the 
Bible, which only has music for harp and lyre.  
II. I was walking through Devon happy, and here was this speckled baby gull 
who’d fallen from his nest. The legs worked fine but the wings didn’t. He 
stood in the same spot screaming. Uncle said the bird was like this when he 
walked past yesterday. The bird was begging its mother but she wouldn’t 
come down from her nest to feed him. Someone tried to save him but didn’t 
finish. The bird didn’t smell right to his mother anymore, and his screeches 
got quieter and quieter even during the few moments I took to stand there and 
watch. 
III. Most of the joy we had as children came from a man named Pickle who was 
born without a good brain. Our parents gave us dollar bills to give to him so 
he would sing us a song. Pickle sang so loud. Eyes closed, mouth wide, spit 
flying. Pickle loved to sing “Won’t You Be My Neighbor” and “Like a 
Virgin.” It wasn’t for twenty years that I remembered that joy and realized 
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how cruel we’d been. And by then my wisdom wasn’t worth those smelly 
dollar bills.  
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A TIME TO WEEP 
 
Our country grandmother died Wednesday and to echo my father we really have 
to get our ducks in a row and press our fucking trousers. The biggest trial of the year 
(arguably, he says) is Monday, funeral Sunday. Factor in fatigue born of grief and travel 
and you've got a pooped dad with too many voicemails. I have only been to Mississippi 
twice.  
 From what I can recall, the land is either neat—with cornrows growing like, er, 
cornrows in your hair—or wild with the vine that makes trees look like hairy, slouchy 
families on the side of the road. I have seen real families on the side of the road in 
Mississippi, too. I have seen families on the side of the road nearly everywhere. 
 My grandmother was ninety-five when she died on Wednesday. None were 
surprised. My most vivid memory of her, which I feel inclined to share, is when she shot 
what she called a dingo digging in her garden. She called it a dingo, but dingoes are 
native to Australia and the dead thing there in the yard was definitely the neighbor's 
mangy dog. I doubt she would have wanted me to tell the story that way.  
 The car ride is solemn. My mother uses the word reverent. My baby brother Ivan, 
who is ten, is playing his Nintendo in the very back corner of the Yukon. Earlier this 
morning he told me a) eighth graders shouldn’t wear so much eyeliner and b) to eat shit.  
We are not religious because my father is an attorney. The funeral is religious, 
though, and we are very cool with that. It also is open-casket which, and I can only speak 
for me here, is not how I would like to go. The first thing is her casket: pink. Burnt, shiny 
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rose on the outside and baby velvet on the inside. “I could die,” my mother says. “I could 
literally die.” She doesn’t mean literally. She has only taken to saying that recently.  
If I am being very candid, Pookie does not look like herself. Not even remotely. 
Her lips are straight mauve lines and except for today I’ve never seen her in eyeshadow. 
Her crossed arms are stiff, like the embalmer caught her in the middle of a deep inhale.  
Uncle Greg joins Ivan and me several feet from Pookie. “Don’t you want a closer 
look?” he asks my brother, who says he is fine where he is. Uncle Greg insists, with his 
hands pressing into Ivan’s shoulders. He pushes Ivan up to the casket until his belly 
touches it. “There,” Uncle Greg says. “Isn’t she pretty? Isn’t she so pretty?” Ivan nods 
and makes a hmph.  
 My aunts and uncles call the pastor Brother Toole. He stands behind a podium on 
a platform, overlooking the congregation and my grandmother’s body. He says a few 
words about Pookie, mostly about how long she lived. Most of the speech is taken up by 
a long list of presidents that served during her lifetime. I notice a typo in the funeral 
program. I show it to Dad. “Sad,” he says. 
 We go to Pookie’s house after. There are ham sandwiches, pink pudding, tea, 
lemonade, and three different dishes of baked beans in three different shades of red brick 
and brown. None of it I like. Pictures of Pookie everywhere on the dining room table. In 
one she is not yet married. Her hair is long and she is holding a basketball. Next to the 
photo is her basketball trophy, which I take. It is made of real brass and the figurine on 
top is reaching, reaching. Later in the afternoon Ivan dodges one of the aunts’ hugs and 
knocks over the trophy. It breaks right at the heroine’s feet and leaves jagged ankles. He 
doesn’t say sorry. He looks sorry.  
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 “When I die,” Ivan says on the way home. “Put my ashes in a pot and throw that 
pot against a freaking tree.”  
 “As hard as we can?” Dad says. 
 “Yeah. Then be done with it.” 
 I tell Ivan he is going through a phase. We drive on through what is called the 
Delta. Mom points to an old grain bin and says, “I remember that place. In high school, 
we’d go drinking behind it.” 
Eventually, my father wins the trial and I become the first in my ballet class to 
properly execute a triple pirouette.  
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FIONA’S FLOUNDERING AT A FEW VACANT HOURS 
Skip and Curt bobbed in their yellow kayak. They were far away, I watched them 
sink, who knows what their real names were. A big wave tossed a baby nurse shark into 
the kayak, and Skip or Curt used their hands flat, stiff like paddles, to sort of bat the thing 
away. It was a calm day at sea. There was a riptide. Gulls flew overhead. A single one 
fell dead from the sky, an enormous lump evident on its small skull. I was there. I 
watched from above. I was Skip. I was Curt. I was not the baby nurse shark, no way no 
how.  
 Two men walked along the beach. They could have been Skip and Curt. I tried to 
decide whether they were twins or lovers. I decided lovers when they got closer to me 
and I could see how differently their faces were arranged beneath those duplicate 
haircuts.  
 Somebody is moving furniture above me and I feel as though I shouldn’t move. 
Shouldn’t even drag my eraser across graph paper. I draw floor plans in my sparest time. 
It is raining and every wave seems tilted toward me. It is the ultimate illusion. I speak 
with caution. My hands shake.  
 I run like a gazelle. I haven’t moved more than a few feet in years. Since I was a 
kid, maybe. I can do the splits. I can hardly stand. I like riddles. I hate riddles. I am the 
dragging of a trailer gate on the asphalt and there is nothing you can do about it. 
 Two women who look amazing in yoga pants walk slowly along the beach. 
They’re stoned or they know everything. They hate or love each other. We cannot dispute 
how good they look in these yoga pants. I think about approaching them because I’m 
close enough to hear what they’re saying. The woman with the honey-colored hair says, 
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“You know what? In the end we’re all just stardust.” The woman in a purple top says, 
“You got that right, sister.” And there is some of that tilt-the-head-back laughing and they 
look like mermaids. I imagine appearing between them and saying something like, “Time 
is a flat circle.” I imagine they teach me how to laugh like that. 
 Sea turtles are coming to lay their eggs tonight, I hear. There isn’t a sea turtle 
within 500 miles of this beach except for the ones airbrushed onto t-shirts. A shark ate a 
boy scout last week. A shark mauled a boy scout. All the sharks moved twenty miles 
down the beach where all the hot divorcees are. I do not fear the ocean. 
 I pray my straw hat blows away and I have to chase it down the beach.  
 My husband is a gentle man. The only thing is the whistling. He whistles at our 
son when he wants our son to hurry up or hang back or do anything. Whistles at him like 
he’s a dog. I love my husband. I love my son. They both look like me. Twins or lovers, 
someone might be asking.  
 A hermitage is, in theory, a good idea. There are bun-headed, pious attendants to 
bring pilgrims or sojourners little baskets of bread or cheese. There is the creaking of a 
meager floor, the chirping of birds to soothe those who have, for years, been to 
acquainted with sound. They left me in the bungalow in an hour ago. I’ve been drunk in 
the condo for 36 hours. I crave being alone. I miss people so much I’d make love to the 
doorman.  
 Two men walked along the beach. Either would have been suitable for me. 
Neither saw me watching from the sand-dusted veranda. The next moment, a wind chime 
put me to shame and I slid the glass door in front of me and took a heavy little nap.  
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YOU’VE BEEN SOMEWHERE 
I used to will myself to remember things. There were the huge, stinking carnival 
teddy bears Aunt Flossie fastened to the top of her car with thin orange rope. It was the 
same rope my elementary school principle tied around the boys’ waists if they didn’t 
wear their belts. And it’s spelled principal because the principal is your pal. The stuffed 
bears were so big and so stinky my mother said I couldn’t keep them. She said they were 
going to bear-heaven, so I studied them as they sat on the curb just before the garbage 
truck came to get them. I studied their bulging eyes and the deep crease between their 
thighs and bellies. I studied the loosening thread that signified ‘mouth’ and ‘fat fingers 
stuck together.’ I wasn’t sad. I didn’t want the bears. They smelled awful like the man 
who sometimes wandered into our Lutheran church and snored on the front pew.  
 There was the dollar-store digital watch I got from my babysitter. My babysitter 
was beautiful and loud. She liked to shoot us with water guns. The box said the watch 
was waterproof, but I jumped in our pool that afternoon and when I got out the screen 
was blank. I looked at the watch a good long time before I threw it out. I studied the 
glitter suspended in the plastic watch band. But enough of this. The thing is, I had heard 
at some point during my childhood that youth was wasted on the young. So I tried to 
remember things, even insignificant things, before they went away. One more: my baby 
brother and I under a blanket and the smell of his lavender scalp and the little flakes, 
cradle cap I think, falling on his impossibly small shoulders. I closed my eyes and 
clenched my ass cheeks and said to myself, Don’t forget this. This will be important.  
 There was a man who didn’t live far from me. I tried to memorize every inch of 
his apartment: the sagging cabinets, the tiny shelf right above the stove where he seemed 
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to keep everything, the bar soap he used as hand soap (sad, sad). A woman had never put 
his things in order. I was in love with him, which is why I tried to remember with that 
same ass-clenching resolve I’ve used from time to time for the really beautiful things that 
have mattered for one reason or another. The man had long hair. He would have looked 
like a shadow to you. You would have passed him as you strolled down the produce aisle, 
thumping cantaloupes. The man told me we couldn’t see each other anymore, that he 
wished we could, but we couldn’t. He closed the door against my body. I leaned on the 
door from the outside and slid to the ground when it shut. I can’t say this was the lowest 
point of my life. Since then I’ve wet the bed on a new lover, so.  
 The man (it isn’t that it hurts me to say his name, it’s that I want this to be a fable 
because those matter) taught me to love art. Real art, not that chitchy stuff I liked back in 
college. Foreign language films. Books, all kinds I’m sure. Plushy armchairs. He was that 
type. A former lawyer. We met at a bar that we agreed would have made a great gallery 
for paintings and performance exhibits. We had high hopes for everything we touched, 
him and me. But he said we couldn’t see each other anymore, that he wished so badly we 
could see each other, but we couldn’t see each other. He scratched his own fingers when 
he told me this. “But we do see each other,” I told him, “I see you perfectly.”  
 I know this isn’t what he meant when he said we couldn’t see each other. When I 
told him I did see him, he breathed out slowly like he was trying to patient. But with this 
particular man playing stupid had worked before. I think there was a time he liked when I 
acted a little slinky, i.e., like a little girl sometimes. Once he said he wanted to paint me, 
and I thought, paint a picture of me or paint me? But I never asked. I just said that 
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sounded like a good time. He would have looked like a shadow to you. But I felt so lucky 
to know him.  
  When I met the man I was working at a deli, feeling like I was too good for a job 
like that. I was in college, young and dumb. The manager at the deli was a rough man 
who liked to put his hands on my coworker Frances’s back. She would laugh and scoot 
away. The manager never touched me. He said I had shark eyes. At the deli I had to wear 
a baseball cap and slip-resistant shoes and jab pickle spears into sandwiches with 
confetti-tipped toothpicks. I didn’t get many tips. Often I was told to smile. After work, 
Frances and I liked to go to the bars. We rode to work together and kept our going-out 
clothes in bags in the back of my sputtering car. I was—how do you say—tragic. We 
both were. We wanted attention. Frances got attention by open-mouth laughing at 
whomever approached her in the bars. She got lots of drinks and always introduced me to 
all the untucked shirts who preemptively laid their hands on her thigh. “This is Therese,” 
she’d say. “She’s got a stick up her ass.”  
I got attention by freezing men out, looking at them with one thought in my head: 
I don’t know yet, and I’m not supposed to. It occasionally worked. It worked on the man 
who pushed the door against me. I wanted to be adored. That want was on my face, even 
if I scowled and flashed shark eyes. I probably wanted love even more than Frances, who 
was quite vocal about her daddy issues (“What kind of father locks his sick daughter in 
her room just so he won’t catch the flu?”).   
 That night at the bar, the man who pushed the door against me appeared like 
magic. Just, appeared. “I don’t usually do this,” he said. “But you look so sad and pretty. 
I want to buy you a drink.” 
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 The forthrightness floored me. I’d never seen anything like it. No joke, no excuse. 
I heard his voice first, then looked at him. Smile lines. A little earring. His hand, which 
seemed detached from the rest of him, rested close to mine on the bar top. I smelled 
something familiar, clean but smoked-in.  
 I’ve seen girls get stupid for all kinds of men. Frances was a fool for some 
baseball player, and when she discovered he’d been cheating on her with his college 
algebra tutor, she did a number of crazy things including calling his mother and getting 
bangs. My sister Olivia was anxious to insanity and bugged her husband’s phone, only to 
find out he was secretly a live-action role player for some game about elves, warlocks, 
etc. I’ve been stupid too. As a teenager I wrote a love letter to a D-list emo singer, the 
kind who wore eyeliner, and was honestly offended when he didn’t come for me. I knew 
I wasn’t better than any other woman in my life. 
The man and I went on walks. Leaf-crunching walks. We smoked cigarettes and 
made it look like a movie. It would make you gag. He made me a Moroccan dish with 
tomatoes and poached eggs. He showed me his mother’s wedding photos and his dad’s 
pocket knife. You would die. No matter what I tell you, though, you’ll be immune. No 
matter what I say to prove that this one was special, you’ll pat my head and say I know, 
sweetie. Love hurts. But he kissed the outside of my hands, where the pinky finger turns 
into wrist. I need you to know that to me, that matters. 
He said we couldn’t see each other anymore. I know what that means. It means 
that he didn’t want to see me anymore. He said he wished so badly we could still see each 
other. I know what that meant. That meant that in another world, under different 
circumstances, where I am me and not me, he wished he could see that me.  
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I came home and lived like a child for a while. I knew the edges of myself. I knew 
what the limit was. Being pushed out of the man’s house: that was the limit. My mother 
meant well. She bought me an aromatherapy candle, which smelled just a little like the 
soap in his bathroom. She cooked me eggs. Poached. Associations abounded. I bought a 
plane ticket to Denver. “I’m doing it,” I yelled from the office to the kitchen, where my 
mother stood scrubbing the frying pan. “I’m really doing it.” Click. I didn’t do it for any 
reason I can pinpoint other than something had to change. I wasn’t going to get bangs, 
though. I knew my limit. I couldn’t have bangs. 
You would guess the air was thin there and that people were generally happy. I 
had not guessed that sun on snow would blind me whenever I tried to cross the street, or 
that a box of toaster pastries is six fucking dollars. I still worked at a deli, a familiar 
thing. The manager of this deli was slow and forgetful, with the kind eyes of a talking 
willow tree. He called me Terry, which I didn’t. mind. There, the sandwiches had funky 
names like Miss Rosemary and How About You Avacadon’t? We put bean sprouts on 
pretty much everything.  
I have muttered to myself many times that one day I might go to graduate school 
for film. That’s one thing the man gave me which I can’t help but be thankful for: film. 
Not movies. Film. Used to, I couldn’t sit through a movie without falling asleep. I have 
the attention span of a crack head, something a teacher actually told me once. But he 
showed me The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari on our first date. A bold move. It paid off, 
though. Anything he could have done would have paid off. He made me awake to the 
world, I think. We never touched when we watched films. It was the most serious thing 
we ever did, and sometimes we’d talk about the films for hours after they ended. He 
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called There Will Be Blood ‘untouchably transcendent.’ At that time, I couldn’t have 
agreed more. I liked how he said things. With authority. He assumed I believed him and 
believed in him. He wouldn’t matter to you, but I loved everything about him, even the 
way his eyes jumped when he said he wished so badly we could see each other, but we 
couldn’t.  
My new apartment let any sunlight in. I had not bought curtains or many 
groceries. It’s the closest I’ve ever come to subsistence living. I was punishing myself, I 
think. Sunlight was the one thing I couldn’t get away from in Colorado. The blond wood 
floors deflected light into my eyes. So did the snow. Outside my window, there were the 
mountains. Wherever I looked, mountains. If I had been in an easier disposition, the 
mountains would have reminded me of my smallness in a general, distant way. But when 
one person injures you, the whole world does. Everything played rough with me. And 
what killed me was it was happening to nearly everybody at one point or another. And I 
couldn’t force myself to believe that anybody’s hurting but mine was significant. I went 
to a few bars by myself. Men didn’t talk to me. I’d heard people call Denver “Menver” 
for its overwhelming male population, its influx of sporty young guys who wanted jobs at 
tech or pot startups, or both. But the men of Menver didn’t talk to me. Maybe they could 
smell how hard I was trying, or my shark eyes didn’t work on them. My new apartment 
was tiny. I hated being there alone. I took an older man home with me once. We met on a 
dating app, and he talked a lot about taking me on trips and buying me things. But it felt 
dirty, and his gray hair was really yellow the longer I looked at it. In my most cinematic 
voice, I told him to get out of my apartment. 
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This isn’t to say there weren’t beautiful things at this time. There were. One day, I 
went to see a giant statue of Jesus on top of a mountain just outside the city. The manager 
at the deli had told me about this place, about the looming savior and all the opportunities 
for prayer on the way up. “I’m not a religious man,” he said. “But this is spiritual. Real 
spiritual.” So one day when I worked up the energy, I went. It was a Sunday in February, 
and I had just finally splurged on snow tires. I drove up a small mountain to a ranch with 
what seemed like miles of rusted fence. It had just rained, and the rain had carved little 
gutters into either side of the gravel road. Again, the blinding sun. I parked my car behind 
a long line of others and began walking up the hill to the welcome center, which led to 
the trail, which led to the statue of Jesus. My legs tired easily, and my breathing gained 
rhythm. It was a self-guided tour as in: grab a pamphlet on the way up or don’t. I didn’t 
have to talk to anybody. I didn’t talk to anybody, and nobody talked to me. I was the only 
white person there. Everybody else spoke Spanish. There were children everywhere, 
toddlers bundled up and falling on the steps in the ice and snow. There was one little 
baby, one or two years old, I’m not sure (surprise, I’m bad with kids), with one paw in his 
mother’s hand and one paw in his father’s, and for a moment I watched and smiled and 
stole some of that joy. I felt like I should have prayed, but nobody else seemed to be 
praying. I remembered how to pray.  
I fell several times on the way up. The snow was starting to melt, but the ice was 
still slick on the hundreds of concrete steps leading to Jesus. I didn’t wear gloves that 
day. My hands were raw. I don’t think anybody noticed all the times I fell onto my hands. 
This was the end of a long period in which I had routinely felt like a fool in public. I’d 
had it. So I cried near the top of the mountain. I sat in the snow and cried as whole 
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families stepped around me. Why was I there, approaching that underwhelming shrine? 
Why was I even in Colorado? Three months had passed since the man shut the door on 
me, and I was still pitiful. I’d done mindfulness exercises. I’d taken myself on a daytrip 
pilgrimage. Still I was inhibited by a grief so common and dumb I was ashamed I even 
felt it. I got up and kept walking. I reached the top. No one noticed.  
Jesus was judging me. White stone, like stucco, a bit tacky. Huge. He cast his 
eyes downward at me like, seriously? Seriously, I said to him in my mind. With one 
hand, Jesus adjusted his holy sash. He extended the other hand down toward me, though 
only slightly. He didn’t seem sure about me yet. All of this says much more about me 
than it does about the likeness on the mountain, I’m sure. He was judging me like a friend 
might, his mouth caught in the middle of a ‘tsk-tsk.’ I know, I said to him. I’m pitiful. He 
looked at me like, Did you have to come all the way here to find that out? Look at him. 
See his bare feet wholly unaffected by the snow and remember. Remember this shame, 
you silly child of God. He looked at me like, Come closer, but only if you mean it.  
I saw Jesus again on my way down the mountain. He was white stone again, on a 
granite cross, and there was snow piled on his sagging head and shoulders. His eyes were 
closed, so I didn’t know what he was thinking. And above his head was that phrase that 
has always mystified me, but never enough for me to learn what it means: INRI. It feels 
like something I’m not meant to know. I slipped several times on my way back down the 
mountain, but this time I laughed. I felt like a child sliding on my ass like that. A couple 
of times, I even threw my head back. I knew to laugh when I felt like laughing. Seize joy. 
That was something the man told me to do, no matter what. One more thing: he looked a 
little like Jesus.  
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When you want to change things, they change. I didn’t get that from a self-help 
book or anything. I found that out for myself. The pilgrimage changed everything 
because I decided it would. I thought often of Jesus, his disdain for my bullshit. I did 
what I needed to do. I stopped whining to myself about excess light from the snow and 
the bald windows. I even made a female friend, a yoga teacher who owned a studio next 
to the deli. But there was no money, no matter how good my attitude was. The deli 
wasn’t cutting it. I have a degree in Germanic languages, a topic I hoped never to touch 
again. I could have done office work, but I didn’t want to. On the Internet, there were 
several offers for low-stakes sex work in the Denver area: send so-and-so a picture of 
your feet, buy a webcam and decide if you want to do what the person on the other end 
tells you to do, make videos of yourself clumsily, ravenously eating. But I knew myself, 
my limits. Sex work was a limit like bangs were a limit. Then I saw an ad for a job out in 
Clark, near Steamboat Springs: 
2-MONTHS! RANCH HAND NEEDED. WOMAN PREFERRED (BETTER 
FOR MAMA COWS). BEST VIEW IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. $5,000. 
SERIOUS INQUIRIES ONLY.  
I responded to the email, gave my phone number, then got a call from the man 
who posted the ad. He talked like he had rocks in his mouth. But he was kind. For some 
reason, I was never afraid. Did it matter I had no experience? No, he said, just needed to 
be a hard-working woman. He had boots for me and everything else. This would be good 
for me, he said. He could tell. He was glad I called. Did I like fly fishing? I tried to be 
afraid, to convince myself how ill-advised the entire thing was, but I couldn’t. It just felt 
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right. I was becoming the type of person who believed in signs. In fact, I was becoming 
the kind of person who could sit all alone and not think anything at all.  
I don’t remember the names of the people I worked with at the deli, only the 
manager and his big wet eyes when I handed him my two weeks’ notice. “Are you sure?” 
he asked. I wanted to say, “I’m never sure,” but even for me that felt too trite. I was tired 
of Denver. My lease was about to expire. As I packed my car for Clark, I came to wonder 
how it was I owned so little. Had there not once been a jewelry stand full of little earrings 
on my bathroom counter? A French press? That portrait of Susan Sontag flopped back on 
her bed? Hadn’t I had records and posters and a stuffed dog from my childhood? Maybe 
those things were back at home. Maybe I’d lost them. It’s much easier to purge than it is 
to organize. It could be a good thing to have so little. I felt light as I drove the three hours 
from Denver to Clark. My phone died before I began driving, and I didn’t bother 
charging it. I drove slow. The roads were slippery. I was always in danger of falling 
rocks. My little nightstand blocked my view through the back window. 
It won’t surprise you to know that, until Clark, I had not done enough manual 
labor to know whether I was well suited to it or not. I romanticized it, figured it would be 
necessary, the final stretch of whatever character-developing endeavor I’d committed to 
in the Rockies. I could like hard work, I thought. It could bind me to the earth or to my 
own body in important ways. It could make me sore and sinewy, more like the person I 
wanted to be. I’d be with animals. Cows. Their sad eyes and bigness. They could teach 
me.  
Of course I was not well-suited to labor. The light was harsher in Clark than it 
was in Denver, and I tired from thinking about work before the sun even rose.  
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He didn’t own the ranch; he was the ranch manager, a dirt-under-the-fingernails 
type. I drove under a wrought-iron arch that said YONDER MOUNTAIN RANCH and 
parked my car by the huge barn, where he said he’d be. His little office was in there, and 
it was as dirty as you’d expect. He kept an old photo of his wife and two Labradors on his 
desk, which was a card-table with a few horse blankets on it. The cows would be calving 
soon. He needed me to shovel hay and check on the calves and maintain the garden. 
There were six cattle dogs and four whatever dogs on the ranch. I needed to put my eyes 
on each of them every day, he said, just to make sure they were accounted for. “I do all 
the heavy lifting,” he said. He spoke like he was from farther north than Colorado. “I 
can’t read well and don’t like people. So if we go to town or the vet, I need you to come 
with me.” 
I laughed. “You can read. You posted the ad. You emailed me.” 
“I can’t read well. My wife did the stuff on the computer.” 
“Why can’t your wife go to town with you?” 
“A-gor-i-phobia,” he said. “She hasn’t left home in four years.” 
“Can I meet her?” I asked. 
“She’s four hundred pounds.” 
“I’d still like to meet her.” 
“Nope. Never,” he said, picking under his fingernails with a pocketknife. 
I stayed in a tiny cabin. I shouldn’t have brought the little nightstand from my 
Denver apartment. It was an outfitted cabin. Modest, but outfitted. A heavy red blanket 
on my twin bed. Everything I needed was there for me. I didn’t have to think about 
anything but the ranch and the animals and the ranch manager, his chestnut mustache and 
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bowlegs. The way he said a-gor-i-phobia like somebody in a Western might. The rules 
were different here. Nobody I had ever known would understand what I was doing. It was 
the best sleep I had ever gotten. The space heater breathing down my neck, dreams where 
the man who pushed the door against me passed me in public and looked at me like, You 
know, and I know. And it was okay. I spoke less than I ever had. I drank water from a 
real-life circular canteen. The first month flew by. The ranch manager and I could go 
whole days without seeing each other. He’d work on one end of the ranch; I’d shovel 
snow or feed dogs on the others. I had calluses, which I began to like even better than my 
tattoos.  
 
The cows didn’t have names. I should have known they wouldn’t. The pregnant 
ones grew out sideways, and you could see the outline of a cow fetus—much bigger and 
rounder than a human fetus—under their perpetually wet-looking skin. One morning, the 
ranch manager knocked on my cabin door just as I was opening it to walk outside. 
“Oh,” he said. “You’ve got an early start.” 
“What is it?” 
“We’ve got to ride to the vet. I need calving chains.” 
I knew this was pretense. Still I pretended it was normal. This—his first insistence 
that I should be alone with him—was what I got for answering a want ad for a novice 
ranch hand. Something told me he would never put his hands on me. He was a man-child. 
His blue eyes still belonged to a child. He might say something unsolicited, but he 
wouldn’t put his hands on me. Even though his wife was four hundred pounds and afraid 
of the world, he wasn’t low-down enough to touch me. Just needed some company. I 
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could tell by his locked gait, his command that felt more like a question. Also, I was 
game for whatever he might say to me. His was the only male voice I’d heard for weeks. 
His truck smelled like cow shit and Labrador. A bandana and a fake jade Buddha 
hung from the rearview mirror. Contemporary country music in the radio. “What should I 
expect when the cows are born?” 
“Don’t say it like that,” he said. “It’s called calving out.” 
“What happens when they calve out?” I said. 
“It’s not as crazy as you think. I think you’ll know what to do.” 
“How’s your wife?” 
He began to laugh. “Oh, just as big as a barn. Fat and happy, girl.” 
“You’re mean,” I said. 
He laughed harder. “Do you want to meet my wife now?” 
“Right now?” 
“Like, right now,” he said, mimicking me. 
“Yes,” I said. “I told you I don’t care if she’s fat.” 
“Well aren’t you a saint?” 
 He wrestled the truck down a dirt road, and both of us bounced a little. The dirt 
road went on for a while, and I feared he might kill me. Nothing surprised me anymore. 
My thoughts came to me muted, with little impact. Then there was the little house, a neat 
cabin with a fashionably distressed teal door. He parked us outside. “Well come on,” he 
said. “I’ve got nothing to hide.” 
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 He was smiling. The faint ends of his mustache were curling up. We walked 
inside, and it smelled like cinnamon and apples. The TV played the weather to an empty 
room. “Mel,” he shouted. “We have a visitor. Don’t be shy.” 
 “Are you sure this is a good time?” I asked him. “It’s so early.” 
 He whispered, “She’s self-conscious. Don’t treat her any differently than you’d 
treat anybody, alright?”  
 I nodded. I would never.  
 “Hello,” she said. She came from the hallway, and of course she wasn’t fat. She 
was the plainest, tiniest thing I’d ever seen. Remember her little blue bathrobe, the way 
her hair sat perfectly on top of her head. I looked at the ranch manager, at his miniature 
wife, at the gesticulating meteorologist. “I’m Melanie,” she said. “You’re Therese.” 
 “Hey,” I said. “It’s so good to finally meet you.” 
 The ranch manager was doubled over on the back of the couch, slapping the 
cushions. “What’s so funny?” Melanie asked. 
 “Not quite what you expected, girl. Is it?” he said. 
 I gave a little laugh, too, then told Melanie, “Your husband had me convinced you 
were really fat.” 
 “Well I was. I used to weigh four hundred pounds.” Her face became long. We 
held eye contact. For the first time in a while, I knew it was best not to say anything.  
 “Got you again. Poor thing,” she said to her husband. “She’s not laughing.” 
 I wasn’t laughing. I remember the look they exchanged, like, You know and I 
know. They must have played tricks on plenty of people just like me. I’m sure the ranch 
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manager could read, too. Their joke took me outside of myself for a moment, and then I 
felt shame.  Melanie offered me coffee. I took it in a Styrofoam cup.  
“Come on,” the manager said. “Enough fun for today.”  
Then it was back to the pasture. One of the cows was in labor, the ranch manager 
was almost sure. I felt like there was a rope around my neck and I was being led along.  
 We went back to the pasture. Sure enough, a big yellow one had separated herself 
from the others. She paced. Then she seized, it seemed, and fell to the ground. The calf’s 
front feet, pointing downward, peeked out of her. I am afraid of blood and birth. When 
it’s happening, it has to happen. One possible outcome. There’s no escaping it. Groaning 
is inevitable. And of course I thought of him, the man who pushed the door against me. I 
thought, You are in exile. You don’t know yet, but you are. You are because I said so. I 
stood behind the manager as he wrapped the calving chains around the tiny feet and 
leaned back with all his weight. Remember how he looked out at nothing. It would 
happen soon but hadn’t happened yet.   
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SYNECDOCHE 
When we were small our parents used to pay us each a dollar to go to church. Bo 
went. I bought chocolate, licked the wrapper, and met him halfway home an hour later. 
He never told. Bo was eight or so, I six. He was awake to the world, I think. Even when 
we were young he was different. Sensitive. Gay from the start. He had this schematic 
cowlick and a proud flat Indian nose from our father, who was Cherokee enough to live 
on the res.  
  Our family had just returned from five years in Liberia, where our parents 
founded a dinky vocational college that couldn’t withstand the civil war. I don’t 
remember much about Africa, but there’s a great photo of the family wearing traditional 
garb. We look like absent-minded sorority girls in culturally appropriated costumes. 
Minus any intention for sexiness. My mother’s hands are resting on a drum like it’s a 
lectern. 
After Africa we took a European tour then wound up in Mississippi, where Mom 
and Dad accepted rare professorships for married folk. I played baseball and hunted for 
squirrels. Bo joined the cheerleading squad. He was strong enough to throw girls high 
into the air and gentle enough to catch them right. I beat up some twat who hated him for 
that. It was the seventies. The neighbors bugged out when I brought a black kid home for 
a sleepover. Mom couldn’t cook. Dad was an alcoholic until one day he decided he 
wasn’t. He was old when I was born. I sometimes burst into the master bedroom and put 
my hand on his heart in the middle of the night, just to make sure.  
Bo was a painter and poet who died of AIDS. I was a motherfucker who went on 
to marry and reproduce and have crippling back spasms. In the last years of Bo’s life, 
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though, we were also waiting on our father to die. We were in our late twenties. Dad 
wasn’t sick, just older than anyone else we knew. 82. We waited to hear of Dad’s falling 
in the shower or choking on a tricky piece of gristle or just going quietly in sleep. Mom 
buzzed around the house and made sure no loose cords or jutting tabletops could get him. 
Death-proofing, maybe. His pillbox—full of vitamins—was a pharmacy unto itself. But 
Dad was from Texas, born in the oilfields the oldest of seven. He was older than cars. He 
breezed past polio by the time he was twelve. And he wasn’t nearly as afraid of his 
looming death as we were. He still flirted with nurses during his biannual checkups. “Feel 
my bicep,” he’d say, and they would. “That’s not the only thing on me that’s hard.” 
 I was a new father and husband in perfect health. Poor, happy. I lifted weights and 
rode my bike to and from graduate school, where I studied exercise science. My wife 
looked like someone from television, still does. My baby girl was new and pink with a 
bottom lip that stuck out down below her chin when she was troubled. When we brought 
Lulu home, I shook. I thought we’d never make it down the avenue from the hospital to 
our fifties pre-fab home. But then we got inside and got warm and I laid her on my 
chest—she smooth, I grisly—and I felt like I knew.  
 Bo was pretty apathetic when he heard we were having a baby. Babies didn’t 
materialize in his gay New Orleans. And it was his. Everyone there loved him, constantly 
commissioned his skill for exhibits and his body for inspiration. His body was honest like 
it came from the ground. Or maybe he was honest and he just held himself gracefully. Or 
maybe I worship him because he’s gone, whatever. So he had this whole life that spun on 
an entirely different axis from mine. It had always been that way, especially as we grew 
older. Then Lulu came. Bo drove up to our house four days later, didn’t want to bother 
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with the hospital. He knocked on our door and pulled some pink-tipped, gold-leaf cigars 
from his front shirt pocket: “I have to be back to talk to a gallery owner tonight. I can’t 
stay long.” 
 But then Frankie my wife stepped into the foyer, beaming, holding Lulu like an 
offering. Lulu was doing the lip thing and arching her back and making those faint, 
delicious baby sounds we all lean in to hear. And Bo was charmed. He wanted to claim 
her as his own. She awakened this parental desire in him: out of nowhere he began 
sending us newspaper clippings about children and all the good and horrible things that 
happened to them. Bo became the expert: “Read to her every night. Or I will. I’ll call 
every night and read Le Petit Prince.” Or he’d hear something awful about a kid who 
thought he could fly and leapt from a rooftop to his death: “Whatever you do, don’t tell 
her she can do anything.”  
Uncles don’t have to matter. Bo and I had three on our father’s side, none of them 
distinguishable from the other as far as we could tell. But to Lulu Bo was guardian. He 
swore himself to her. He pulled himself out of New Orleans, distanced himself from the 
only other people he knew who could talk about AIDS without stammering, and he made 
cooing sounds at his niece. It made him happy to pour himself out on something 
innocent, I think. “God, Nico, she’s smart as a whip. Look at her eyes move,” Bo would 
say to me as Lulu fell asleep in her baby seat, which shook her into comfort. Her eyelids 
were translucent like fish eggs.  
My daughter brought Bo home to me. Ever since he’d gotten sick he’d thrown 
himself into the art world. Why wouldn’t he? Why wouldn’t he go out slinging paint and 
making things and writing poems for the people who weren’t afraid to love him all the 
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way down? When he told me he was sick, I put a firm hand on his shoulder. I said softly I 
hated it for him. Hated sickness. Hated that he was a good person who’d made a few 
mistakes. Bo was home for the weekend just to tell all of us the news. My parents, who 
all my life had been logical to a fault, wept and made him sit between them and be 
speechless for a long time. I was the first to loose my hands from theirs and leave the 
living room. I drove straight to a pool hall on the other side of town. I won that night 
against a bald trucker who was just passing through. He gave me a few bumps of cocaine 
before he peeled out. I was glad to be alive and unsick for the foreseeable future. 
Bo and I hadn’t spoken much since then, unless he was in the hospital. He went 
there a few times a year at first when his immune system just threw up its hands. But 
then, my marriage. Then Lulu. Then my brother again, reappearing to graft himself into 
my new family. Bo and Lulu, now one or so, spent weekends out on our patio making 
patterns from sticks and leaves. Lulu adored him. She was like a cat who leaves dead 
snakes on the doormat. Bo was the crazy lady who finds it all fascinating, something to 
celebrate. Frankie and I let Bo sleep on our couch whenever he liked.  
But he got sicker. That honest body began to betray him. His hair became wiry. 
His clothes started to fit loosely, like he was shrinking from this world. His leather book 
sack he’d had since college was pitifully heavy, pulling him back. I can talk about it like 
this now, but back then when I was twenty-five or so I thought about it like a caveman 
might: brother, sick. Time, limited.  
So Bo got scarier and scarier looking, to the point at which my wife said he 
shouldn’t be with the baby so much. “I know he’s not contagious,” she said. “But 
accidents happen.” 
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I asked her what she meant. 
“You know, he slices his finger. She slices her finger. He kisses her sliced finger. 
I don’t know. She’s just a baby.”  
Frankie didn’t want to talk about it. She wanted to say it and it be done. It’s hard 
to tell the mother of your child she is being ridiculous. It’s hard to know if the mother of 
your child is being ridiculous. “Bo’s a real person,” is all I told her. 
“And so is she. She’s not a baby doll. I don’t want her getting sick.” 
I asked Frankie what she wanted me to do. “Ask him why he doesn’t go home for 
a while. Why doesn’t he do this with his friends?” And by this I think she meant die and 
didn’t even know how cruel that was. 
The next day I sat with my brother and told him some bullshit about Lulu and 
Frankie’s needing some more mother-daughter time. I told him the house was a little 
crowded with him there. That things were getting tough with graduate school. He nodded 
along—patient in a big plaid shirt—tucking his hair behind his ears. The whole talk was 
going as well it possibly could until Frankie peeked out from the kitchen. Teary, she said, 
“I’m sorry, Bo. I’m so sorry. She’s my baby. I can’t do it. I won’t take any more risks.” 
Then my wife ran back to the master bedroom. Sour display. Raw. Why did Frankie have 
to protect Lulu so this ferociously, all out in the open and bearing her teeth? 
So Bo left our house. He went back to his flat in the Garden District. Things went 
on as usual. My wife quit her job because the old woman we paid to watch Lulu turned 
out to be crazy. She always brought a large carpet bag to the house a la Mary Poppins. 
We thought she kept knitting needles, yarn, or crossword puzzles in there to occupy 
herself while the baby napped. Then one day I came home to find Lulu in this queer pink 
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jumper with balloons embroidered along the empire waist. It was so big on her, like she 
was swimming in it. Lulu sat still as a doll in her nanny’s lap. “What she’s wearing, that’s 
not hers,” I said to the woman. “So where is it from?” 
“Oh, it’s my daughter’s.” 
“Then why is my daughter wearing it?” 
The woman looked up at me. Gray eyes. Then she told me—with no hesitation—
that her own daughter had died the same day she was born. She had never gotten to dress 
her in any of these clothes. “Or feed her with any of these bottles,” the woman said, 
opening the bag and showing me the bottles with their yellow nipples. “She’s my little 
baby doll,” the woman said as she balanced Lulu on one knee. Lulu steadied herself with 
a meaty hand on the woman’s leg. 
I couldn’t do anything but grab Lulu and say, “Get out before my wife comes 
home. Don’t come back. Ma’am.” I took the garment off of Lulu right in front of the 
woman. I was rough with the buttons. I threw it in her lap and she rose with a sigh like 
she knew the jig was up. 
 When I told my wife about it she said I was kidding. “I would have known,” she 
said. “I would have smelled someone else’s clothes.” Did she think I would joke about 
this, firing the only affordable help we had? The next day Frankie stopped teaching 
school. She seemed much, much happier even though we made zero money. 
  We didn’t see Bo until a few months later on Christmas Day. He stopped by the 
house with Mom and Dad. Everyone at the table wore a heavy sweater. Bo didn’t eat 
much, maneuvered the food around like a child would. My wife handled his plate and 
silverware with obscene care, setting them on the other side of the sink, keeping her own 
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perverted kosher. Dad had to bring a pillow to sit on, as everyday surfaces wore on his 
bones. Mom picked at her food and demanded Bo eat more of his. Lulu, just shy of two 
years old, said from her highchair, “Bo. Sunshine,” which meant she wanted him to sing 
You Are my Sunshine, a ritual they shared. 
As they began to sing, I wanted to cry hot ugly tears. But I didn’t. Like I would 
until many years after both Bo and Dad passed, I sat and watched with the same dumb 
look on my face that made teachers think I didn’t understand or care. Glazed over, mouth 
open a little. Then Dad put jerked his arms onto the table and said, “Nico, I might be 
having a coronary.” 
Mom wailed and shrieked. “I knew it. I’ll call Dr. Powell. Don’t worry. Oh, don’t 
worry.” She ran for the telephone, fussed with the cord. 
“No, we call the ambulance,” I said. Dr. Powell, whoever that was, was at home 
with his family. Mom liked to think the world would stop for her and that Dad, of course, 
would never ever die.  
Then the ambulance came, and a bunch of handsome guys lifted Dad onto the 
stretcher. Dad was calm, chief-like. He raised his right arm to say thank you to the guys: 
half-Chippendale’s dancers, half-pallbearers. When we got to the hospital, Bo sank into a 
chair. So it was all pitiful: dying dad, dying son, wailing mother. I was on the verge of 
leaving. But away from Frankie and Lulu and under the fluorescent lights of the hospital 
room, I got disoriented and cracked open and wept myself for a few minutes. Mom kept a 
notepad and wrote down everything Dad said and did, just in case the nurses started 
slacking. It was her way. 
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But Bo and I agreed we needed air. So we sat in the waiting room, an airless 
place. I ransacked the snack machine. It felt silly to ask my brother how he was feeling, 
but I did anyway. He kept his head low and shot his eyes up. “Better. These are still 
normal days.”  
“What do you mean?” 
“I mean I’m the one visiting the hospital, not staying in it.” 
“And that feels good to you?” 
“It’s not that, Nico. Not that. I’m trying to be funny.”  
“Oh.” 
“And how are you?” 
“Poor. Failing a class.” 
“You’ve gotten this far in school to fail? Which class?” 
“Ethics of the Body.” 
“Ah. How’s Lulu?” 
“Perfect. Never cries when we take her to restaurants. Do you want a smoke 
outside?” 
 “And ruin these prime lungs? Please.” 
And we sat there barely understanding each other, which was nothing new. 
Growing up, I was all baseball camps, fraternity rites, pregnancy scares. Teachers would 
see my name on their class rosters and expect a mirror image of Bo. Instead they got the 
boy with the smart mouth, slightly agape. Bo made souffles in the kitchen where our 
mother never cooked. He wrote poems and got jumped in the bathroom. He was proud to 
be the professors’ child. I hated to be known that way. I studied exercise, for Christ’s 
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sake. Perpetual gym. In those days Bo and I slept just down the hall from each other, 
moving in completely opposite directions as brothers often do.  
I asked him if he thought Dad would die tonight. 
“It’s anybody’s guess,” he said. “But I might draw him something just in case he 
does die.” 
“What do you mean?” 
“I want to make him something nice in case it’s the last thing he ever sees.” 
“You sound like you’re seven years old.” 
“Nico fuck you. What would you do if he did die tonight?” 
“Jesus. Be sad. But he’s old, so not too sad.” 
“Ah,” Bo said. 
Bo rose and returned a few minutes later with Mom’s legal pad and pen. “I’m 
going to draw something and write him a letter. Do you want to write him one, too? 
Pretend it’s a get-well card.” 
When we were younger Bo tried to incorporate me into his goodness. Nico, do 
you want to help me bake? Nico, the Young Democrats are having a meeting after 
school. Nico, the girl with no arms has a crush on you. Give her the time of day. I said 
sure to the letter. It was too late to go home anyway. 
Bo and I sat side by side on a couch covered in plastic, our crouched knees 
towering above the coffee table. We hunched over the paper. I saw his hand moving with 
grace. The words and images were spilling out brilliant, I could tell. Meanwhile I wrote 
in all-caps, which I was made to do in grade school since my regular handwriting was so 
indecipherable. DAD, I started out, forgetting to breathe.  
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DAD I LOVE THE WAY YOU PUNCHED THE GUY WHO REAR-ENDED 
YOU WHEN YOU WERE DRUNK. I scratched that and a thousand other jocular 
introductions out. I settled on I love you and I’m glad you’ve been around a long time. 
Before I knew it my hand was moving fast, too, although not artfully like Bo’s. I wrote to 
Dad about the time I saw Mom roll up a Conde Nast and swat him like a fly and the way 
he took it like a good man. I wrote about his fart of a car I was embarrassed to ride in. I 
wrote about how glad I was he could hold Lulu, bounce her on his knee, and tell her she 
was going to rule the state legislature someday. Maybe his horse Lefty would be in 
heaven. Maybe there was heaven.  It got sappier and messier and more regressive toward 
the end, so what? Dad was going to die. I was going to let him know he was important. 
I felt like a chubby guy who decides to run a 5K with a woman he is trying to 
impress: zealous, exhausted, incredulous at muscles that haven’t moved for so long. Bo 
was cool when he was done. All he had drawn was a scribbly house and four stick figures 
blurring into the horizon. I saw words arranged into lines. A poem, then. Organized 
gratitude. We walked together into Dad’s hospital room. Mom was asleep with her head 
still bobbing, trying to find a comfortable spot in the chair. Dad’s heart monitor was slow. 
His mouth was open a little. We set down the yellow paper on the bedside table right next 
to his glasses and pocketknife. There was no way he’d miss them if/when he woke. 
We left the room. A doctor with a sharp face and doughy body moved down the 
hallway, stethoscope swinging. He came closer and started to smile like he knew us. His 
nametag read Powell, M.D. “You must be Dr. Flint’s sons,” he said. We nodded. “What a 
life, what a life,” the doctor clapped his hands together. 
“What do you mean by that?” I asked. 
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“Well, we’re doing all we can, but his heart is slowing down.” 
“Yes, because of the coronary,” I said. 
The doctor laughed. “Your father didn’t have a heart attack. He’s just old. The 
switchboard goes crazy sometimes.” He put his hands up in front of him, fingers open, 
and shook them. “But he’s an excellent patient, boys. Just excellent.” 
“I understand,” Bo said. “Thank you for helping.” 
Who was this brother of mine who could swallow hard answers? What person 
used a voice so fluid and intelligent at that hour of the night? Dr. Powell walked away, 
and I looked without blinking into Bo’s gray profile because it was something to be 
admired. 
Then we were back in the vacuum of the waiting room. “I guess you’re used to 
talking to doctors,” I said to Bo. 
“Yes. I’m used to the way they talk.” 
“I guess this might really happen.” 
Bo put on Dr. Powell’s gurgly voice: “The old switchboard just might blow up, 
Nico. Nothing we can do about it.” Then Bo laughed like Lulu did, unaware and unable 
to quit. “But it’s been a good life,” he parroted. 
 Delirium was magnified by that room—empty except for us—and the flicker and 
eventual outage of one of the fluorescent lights. Mostly we were quiet until morning, but 
at one point as I saw he was falling asleep I said, “What was the poem you wrote Dad?” 
 “It didn’t really make sense. I think I’m foggy I’m so tired. The one I wrote for 
Lulu’s baptism was better.” 
 “You did that?” 
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 “Yeah, asshole. On pink paper. I gave it to Frankie,” 
 “Say some of it.” 
 “You’re tired and so am I.”  
In the morning Dad was still asleep or sedated or both. I walked in his room and 
saw the work we left on the table crumpled in the garbage can by the bed. Dad stirred. I 
walked toward him. “How are you feeling?” I asked. 
 “Just fine,” he said. “Merry Christmas.” 
 “That was yesterday. Did you read the notes Bo and I left you?” 
 “The first few lines, yes,” 
 “Then you threw them away?” 
 “Yes, that’s right. I knew I wasn’t dying last night.” 
 “Oh. Well I sort of want you to have them anyway.” 
 “Now isn’t a good time,” he said. 
Dad didn’t believe in vulnerability unless shit was really hitting the fan. He was a 
cowboy that way, given what I know of those. He ended up going home a couple of days 
later and to the country buffet the next week, where he inhaled a massive plate of meat 
and potatoes. 
Brother still sick, time still limited, but time of his departure yet undetermined. Bo 
didn’t return to the hospital for half a year or so after Dad almost died, but that time it 
was for good. We went through Bo’s room after he died, and I found these gorgeous 
comic sketches of naked men with thick eyebrows. I found a furled canvas of a man with 
his head in his hands. Then there were paintings of what I believed was Lulu as a ball of 
light. Or maybe it was just fancy goldleaf work. I hung it all in Lulu’s room, and as she’s 
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grown she’s asked for this man she hardly remembers. We found the poem. It’s short. He 
tells her she’s going to walk unlonely as long as she lives.  
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28 JULY 
Here was Dilly Clark at the Neshoba County Fair. She’d come here every year of 
her life. Sawdust everywhere on the ground, neon shotgun houses on stilts—mostly 
megashanties for Jacksonian aristocracy. No air conditioning except in the cabins where 
some fussy body had insisted there was no reason they shouldn’t be cooled down a little. 
Drinking, too. She’d been drinking here since she was, oh, twelve, thirteen. Now she was 
45. Here now, divorced after twenty years with Val, a doctor from her hometown who 
specialized in fixing the tiny bones in hands. She’d eaten something an hour before, but 
she was still hungry. 
 Dilly woke before anybody in her family did. She was not always like this. Today 
she had put too many grounds in the coffee machine, and now brown silt gathered at the 
bottom of her mug. She only drank half to avoid swallowing the filth. When she was 
young, too young to have coffee, she’d have it with her father and grandfather on this 
porch. Sometimes the men sat outside with their shirts off and until she was ten or so she 
did too. It was already getting hot, but she knew she’d hidden one of those tiny fans on a 
string somewhere in the cabin. She could wear it around her neck. Her wiry hair would 
expand in the heat and humidity. She’d have to wear Bermuda-length shorts to cover the 
rippled marks on her thighs she’d never, ever get used to seeing.  
 Grant, Dilly’s only son, had knocked up a very sweet girl from college around the 
same time Dilly had begged Val to let her go, she’d always been a gypsy. The girl’s name 
was Morgan. Dilly and Val had signed the papers a month before George Gable was 
born. It sounded like a family name but it wasn’t. He was one now—fat, pearly, often 
unsmiling. Dilly’s father called him the Judge.  
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 Grant, Morgan, and the baby, sleeping with his mouth barely open, joined Dilly 
on the porch. Grant was twenty, and Morgan was a year older. They’d taken the past 
three semesters off from college to have the baby, but they’d go back. She’d be a nurse. 
He’d be anything he wanted, Dilly thought. The baby gave them so little trouble as far as 
babies go. Good baby, Dilly thought. Grant was never that good as a baby—he was loud 
and had acid reflux and didn’t potty train until he was four. Morgan was lucky. 
Sometimes these girls who have babies young get lucky. They get easy babies and their 
own bodies go back to normal, like it never happened, but also like it was meant to 
happen all along.  
 Dilly’s parents would wake soon. Harold and Anne-Dylan had been married fifty-
two years. Every Friday Harold brought Anne-Dylan a little present, sometimes a comb 
from the drugstore. Sometimes garnet earrings or Italian shoes. Anne-Dylan always 
refreshed his drinks when he shook the glass so the ice would clink. They loved each 
other in that old way. Dilly often lost her patience talking to them on the phone. “What?” 
they asked every few sentences. They’d be up soon. 
When Dilly was 17 she’d won Miss Neshoba County Fair. She’d gotten drunk 
with a few sturdy boys from Greenville and let them take turns balancing her tall crown 
on their heads. 
Dilly’s mother stepped onto the porch without a sound and said from behind 
Dilly, “Your father invited Val. It seemed right for the baby. He’s coming down this 
afternoon.” 
Dilly stopped for a few seconds before turning to her mother. “How could that be 
good?” she asked. 
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“Grant is his son, too. George Gable’s his grandson.”  
“And I’m the mother. And the grandmother,” Dilly spoke slowly; didn’t want to 
go any further. She couldn’t say much anyway with her son and company watching her. 
“He called and said he’s on his way. You’ll be fine and friendly, Dilly, won’t 
you?” 
Didn’t you say you wanted the best for your children?” Anne Dylan said. 
“I’m sure I’ve said that sometime, yes.” 
“I’m going to make breakfast,” her mother said. She patted Dilly’s back four 
times. 
Dilly turned around to see Morgan pulling down her tank top, pretending she’d 
heard nothing. The girl wasn’t just pretty; she was rare-looking, like a Russian model. Or 
a Russian gangster’s model girlfriend, the kind in the movies who’s deadly handy with a 
gun. Morgan had these baby hairs that framed her face perfectly. George Gable had his 
hands in those hairs.  
“Good morning you,” Dilly said to them, also like she hadn’t heard Val would be 
there later. 
“Morning, Ms. Dilly.” Morgan said. She had no accent. “He’s up so early today. 
Probably hungry.” 
“He never cries so you never know,” Dilly said. “Which is good of course.”  
Morgan was already lost in her son. She lowered the strap of her tank top and let 
the baby find her nipple on his own. He found it quickly, with his eyes closed. Morgan 
had sworn herself to breastfeeding only with her breasts, no pumps. She and the baby had 
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never been apart long enough to skip a meal. Grant took pride in that fact, liked to brag to 
his friends about what a good mother Morgan was. 
“Is he liking the fair?” Dilly asked Morgan. 
“Oh, yes ma’am. Sorry. It’s so weird, Ms. Dilly, but sometimes I forget anyone 
else is around when I’m feeding him.” 
“I felt that way with Grant,” Dilly answered. “And you don’t have to call me 
ma’am.” 
“Yes ma’am.” Morgan said. “Shit, I mean all right. And I didn’t mean to say shit. 
Or—god—say it again. You still scare me a little.” 
“Why?” Dilly asked, ready to console the girl.  
“I knew you weren’t happy when we said we were having the baby.” 
“Love, of course I was happy,” Dilly said. She leaned toward Morgan, felt own 
belly rest slightly on her thighs. 
“It’s all calmed down now. You were going through a hard time.” 
Dilly pulled back. “What do you mean by that?” 
Morgan was staring back down at her son. Grant, who’d been listening on the 
porch swing, spoke for her. “She’s talking about your divorce,” he said. “But we’re sorry 
to bring it up.” 
“Yes,” Dilly said, getting slow again. “But things have calmed down. Your father 
is actually coming here today and I am actually going to be okay with it.” 
“We know,” Grant said.  
“So what’s the plan?” Dilly said. “Want me to watch the baby while you kids do 
something with Dad?” 
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“We could all go together,” Morgan said. 
“Sure,” Grant said. 
“We’ll see what Dad wants to do when he gets here,” Dilly said. 
 George Gable finished eating and Grant picked him up. The little family went 
back upstairs, probably to lie together on a tiny bunk bed and talk nonsense until the baby 
took a milkdrunk nap. 
  
 Babies having babies. Dilly tried to remember what it was like to have Grant at 
twenty-five, but the memory seemed like one long day. Before and during the pregnancy 
she’d worked as a nurse in the NICU, where she saw sick babies every day: puny ones, 
crack babies, one with cat scratch fever and green skin. Grant, of course, came out fine. 
But Dilly couldn’t breastfeed. She hardly produced any milk, and he had trouble latching 
on. He was fussy as an infant but perfect as a son, patient with her as she learned to be his 
mother. 
 Val had wanted the baby first. Since it didn’t matter who held the bottle to Grant’s 
mouth, Dilly let Val do it when he was home. The morning the hospital chaplain—still 
drunk—drove his car straight into the emergency room lobby, killing a nurse—Val 
screamed. He was not himself, not the man who spent hours sewing bits of muscle back 
together. He had to leave work in the middle of clinic. Patients were reeling. Dilly 
remembered the big exhale Val took when he got home, how he rushed for the nursery 
and grabbed Grant from a nap. Val was kissing the baby’s hand, then putting the whole 
hand in his mouth. She knew she had done a good thing having this baby. But no more 
babies. On this they’d both agreed. 
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 Mr. Clark came downstairs and joined Dilly on the porch. “So you’re wanting to 
watch the baby this afternoon?” 
 “I volunteered,” Dilly said. “Like a good grandmother.” 
 “Sure there’s not anyone you’re trying to avoid?” he said, cool and slow like 
always. Dilly would not let him see her panic. 
 “If you hadn’t invited Val I’d have nobody to avoid. Why did you do that? I’m 
finally doing fine.” 
 “I miss the guy,” Harold said. “He was always a good time, especially at the 
Fair.” 
 Dilly couldn’t argue. Val was a good time. For twenty years he was a good time. 
She’d come home to him watching porn on his laptop, something she must have known 
he did occasionally. The girls on screen were blonde cheerleaders moaning. Maybe that 
was the breaking point. It was then she said she wanted out, something she didn’t believe 
until it escaped her mouth. 
 “Dilly Bar,” Harold said. “It’s going to be alright.” 
 “I am alright,” she said. 
 “I still can’t believe it.” 
 “That I got a divorce?” 
 “No, that you’re a grandmother.” 
 “Hush. We like being grandmas, don’t we?” Anne-Dylan said as she stepped back 
onto the porch. She was holding a small plate of bacon like she was a waitress. “Have 
some,” she said. 
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 Harold took a piece. “Do you imagine because it’ll rain today we’ll start drinking 
early?” 
 “Eager are we?” Dilly said. 
 “Bored. And your mother is driving me crazy.” 
 “No. How?” 
 Harold settled into his chair. “You know, she’s worried about dying. Wants to talk 
to the pastor all the time about her funeral. She’s planned this thing down to the hymns 
and lowers. She’s worried about it more than she worried about her own wedding to me.” 
 “Should we smoke a cigarette?” Dilly asked. If they were going to drink this early 
she’d like to smoke, too. 
“Jesus, Dill. The baby,” Harold said. “Are you going to hold him with smoke on 
your fingers? No. It’s not like when you were a baby. We should talk to each other. 
That’s what I’m out here to do.” 
“So she’s worried about dying.” 
“She asks questions she doesn’t need to ask. If we’re going to church, she asks, 
Do I need a sweater or Should I bring a cell phone or Should we listen to the radio on the 
way. She needs my permission for everything.” 
“I think you made her that way,” Dilly said. “You’ve been the boss for fifty 
years.” 
“Ah, hell, look at her in there,” Harold said. Anne-Dylan was pouring pickle juice 
straight from the jar into three Bloody Mary’s. “She’s a good girl.” 
Anne-Dylan joined them on the porch. “What are you two talking about, me?” she 
asked. 
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“Darling if I’m not thinking about you I’m talking about you,” Harold said. 
Dilly hadn’t moved from the porch all morning. She realized this and stayed 
anyway. 
 
As a child Dilly knew that her father and mother were as whole as any two people 
could be. But she also knew they were this way because her father had absorbed her 
mother. That didn’t mean Anne-Dylan was nobody; she was covered in spirit. She danced 
and drank and kissed everybody on the cheek. But when Harold said it was time to go it 
was time to go, that was all. Dilly remembered telling Val one year at the fair when they 
were not yet married that she wanted a love exactly like her parents’. When drunk, she 
often repeated things she’d read or seen. She’d said to Val that night, “I want something 
simple that will last,” an ad she’d seen for carpet. Dilly could never have been married 
the way her parents were.  
And the divorce was probably boredom. And the closer she could sense Val 
coming to the Fair the more she regretted it. She missed walking drunk on his arm with 
Grant on her hip when she could still wear flimsy sundresses. Val used to call her Little 
Mama and pinch her elbow. If Dilly had seen a stranger-man call a stranger-woman Little 
Mama, then pinch her elbow, she would have found it corny, nearly oppressive. But for it 
to happen to her—to be named like that—that was different. It was something she could 
understand and remember. 
 
Val pulled up to the cabin in his hatchback. Someone had scrawled SLEEP WITH 
ONE EYE OPEN in the veil of dirt on the back window. Val hopped out of the car. He 
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was shorter than Dilly and his legs were thin and all-muscle. He got wirier—the lines of 
his face more defined—by the year. “Hey Dill.” 
“What’s going on with your back window?” 
“I parked at Kroger for an hour.” 
Kroger my ass, Dilly thought. He was probably with some young woman whose 
father or boyfriend had it out for him. Or maybe he went camping. He loved to camp. 
“Let’s go inside,” Dilly said. “Everybody’s there.” 
Val said all right. He said okay. 
Inside the cabin Grant and Morgan rose to greet Val, but he went straight for 
George Gable. “Sorry,” he said. “Look, I love you, but I’ve just got to squeeze this little 
man.” He bounced the baby. “You look just like your daddy, yeah? And he looks just like 
his daddy,” Then he looked at Morgan. He was talking to the baby but not to the baby. 
“And his sweet mama.”  
“Val,” Harold said.  
“Hey Val,” Anne-Dylan said.  
“Long time,” he said, embracing them both. 
“We’re glad to have you here,” Harold said. 
“There’s fried chicken in the freezer. I can heat it up for you, but it’s better cold,” 
Anne Dylan said, gushing. “I remember you and Dilly would come in late at night and eat 
the cold chicken after you’d been out having too much to drink. Don’t you remember 
that?” 
“I do,” Val said.  “We lost all our manners and probably woke you up.” 
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“I’m watching the baby so you can go do something with Grant and Morgan,” 
Dilly said. 
“Is that the plan?”  
“Yes,” Dilly said. “I think that’s best. I’ve decided that’s the plan.” 
 
 All fell quiet. It was only ten in the morning. Anne-Dylan began to make more 
drinks. Dilly, Val, Harold, and Grant accepted them. Morgan couldn’t; her breasts were 
on duty.  
 “Would you two want to watch the horserace or something?” 
 “Sure,” Grant said, then he looked at Morgan. She said sure too. 
 “Well,” Morgan said, rising to hand Dilly the baby. “We’re off. Call if you need 
anything or have any questions.” 
 “You’re not going far,” Dilly said. “I can come find you if I need you. Does he 
need to eat anything?” 
 “No ma’am,” she bowed her head, “I mean no. I just fed him.” 
 Morgan assured George Gable he wouldn’t be gone long, squeezed him, and 
grunted. And Grant and Morgan left in perfect step, Val trailing them. They walked like 
teammates. Dilly was glad Val came down to be a father to his son. He’d always been 
good at that. 
 “Your father and I are taking a nap,” Anne Dylan said. 
 “Really you’re drunk,” Dilly said. 
 “Yes. Old, tired, drunk. And I hear it’s going to rain anyway,” Harold said. 
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 Years before they’d all get drunk and wait for Pickle to walk by their cabin. Val 
especially loved pickle, the son of an old lawyer and Jackson city councilman. His brain 
wasn’t so good, and nobody knew if he’d been born that way or if he’d done it to himself. 
He seemed drunk even though no one saw him drink. He’d come up to the porch and start 
singing to you. Pickle’s favorite songs were “Like a Virgin” and “Won’t You Be My 
Neighbor.” Dilly and Val and Dilly’s parents would throw their heads back and shriek. 
Pickle sang with eyes closed, mouth wide, always in a sustained passion. After a few 
minutes they’d get tired just watching him, and they’d give him some dollar bills and 
he’d go on to the next cabin. Dilly felt he had died, that she’d heard that somewhere, but 
she wasn’t sure. The whole thing had been cruel and loads of fun. 
 
 Now everyone was gone again. Lately Dilly’s parents had been rising only to eat, 
drink, and make a little conversation. It was how they chose to age. Today would be 
spent on the porch, mostly alone, now with the baby. The Bloody Mary—gone—had 
been poorly mixed. Dilly tasted chunks of Campari tomato and black pepper and rubbing 
alcohol.  
 Dilly had to start thinking about George Gable and how she was going to hold 
him. George Gable wasn’t fussy, but he was so still she wondered if she had done 
something wrong. She started to bounce him on her knee, saying This is the way the 
gentleman rides, a-gallopy-trot, a-gallopy-trot. She turned George Gable around and 
stood him up on her thighs so she could look him in his eyes and tell him he was a good 
boy. He wobbled at the knees, and she had to catch him by his armpits. 
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 I’ve forgotten, Dilly thought. I’ve forgotten how to hold a baby, maybe even how 
to love one. Twenty years ago, Dilly felt the same surge most mothers feel when babies 
are placed in their arms. But she felt something else, too, as time passed. When Grant left 
the house for college she realized it might have been 18 years of that sadness, growing, 
making her wonder what else she could do if she wasn’t fawning over this one son. 
Thinking of Grant now, strong and happy and with a child of his own, made Dilly 
realizes how freely she hung now in her own family.  
  
 Dilly stood, head spinning, and hoisted the silent child onto her hip. “You’re so 
quiet, like a doll,” she said to him in one octave higher than her normal speech. “That’s 
why your mama loves you. And I love you. Let’s go for walk.” 
 He looked up at her, and she felt a gulf between their understandings of anything 
that was happening. George Gable’s eyes were not yet the color they’d always be. They 
were a deep blue that could turn brown any minute, brown like Dilly’s eyes. Then they’d 
match and that would feel good. “Just a quick walk before it starts to rain,” Dilly said to 
him. And they walked toward the Hall of Agriculture. “We’ll see a big squash,” she said 
to him, narrating the whole thing to puncture the quiet. 
 On their way Dilly heard a loud high voice. A man giving a stump speech nearly 
shrieked for the rights of unborn babies. She could hear him ramble, heard the words 
“right to life,” and kept moving. “Ma’am,” the voice said. “Excuse, Ma’am, if you’ve got 
a second.” 
 God, she knew he’d talk to her. She had the most alive baby in the world on her 
hip. Dilly turned around. The politician was clean-shaven, tall, older than she, and 
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sweating through a white collar. For a moment Dilly let herself think this man was 
attractive. Something about the way his mouth hung open, anticipating her response. The 
baby pointed at the politician, the first intelligible thing Dilly had seen him do. The 
crowd around the voice had stopped clapping. “Yes I have a minute. What do you want?” 
Dilly asked. 
 “I want to ask about your grandbaby’s future. What kind of country is he going to 
grow up in?” 
 “My grandchild?” she said. 
 “Yes ma’am. Your beautiful grandbaby.” 
 “How do you know this is my grandchild?” 
 One woman in the crowd let out a long low “Oh,” and then silence hung. George 
Gable was slapping his own thigh. The baby knew when things were funny. 
 The politician rubbed his hands together. “By the way you look at him. You look 
at that boy like only a grandmother can.” 
 “No. No. You think that because I look old.” 
 “Ma’am—” 
 “Jesus, don’t call me that,” Dilly said. She spun around so fast George Gable got 
frightened and cried. It was the first time since he was born Dilly had seen him cry. He 
held her tight by the collarbone, probably afraid she might spin around and stomp off 
again, knocking the wind out of him.” 
 The crowd in the fairway dispersed, kicking up sawdust. Some other politician 
wondered along, looking small he was so far away. He was handing out buttons or 
stickers to children. 
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 Dilly thought about turning around and walking back to the cabin, fuck the 
squash. The politician chased her down. “Ma’am, ma’am! I mean miss, miss. Let me hold 
that baby of yours. He’s just so beautiful. I want to give him a kiss on the head.” 
 “Fine. You can hold my son. Give him a big wet smooch,” Dilly handed the man 
the baby. She didn’t know why. Wedding ring. 
 “Ah, what a misunderstanding. My sight’s not so good,” he whispered to Dilly. 
“Thanks for letting me fix this.” 
 “Most everybody who was listening to you has left,” Dilly said. 
 Then he planted a kiss on George Gable’s forehead, the most kissed forehead in 
the world. “That new baby smell gets me every time,” he said.  
 “I’m Dilly,” she said. 
 “Yes you are,” he said. 
 “I just had this baby a year ago.” 
 “And you are doing a fantastic job. I think single mothers are amazing.” 
 “Goodbye now.” 
 
 On the way back she ran into Val, Grant, and Morgan. They’d decided against the 
horserace. The rain was coming, and Val wanted cold chicken. Morgan scooped the baby 
up and thanked Dilly for watching him. “Let’s go drink a glass of water,” Grant said to 
his mother. 
 So Dilly went home. Or home at the Fair. The baby seemed shaken like he lived 
in this world. And she wouldn’t put it past him to grow old someday. When the rain came 
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it would carve ravines in the sawdust, and the sawdust would cling to everybody’s shoes. 
At the house she could break cornbread into tiny pieces and give it to the baby. Her 
mother and father would wake and make supper and laugh about the twenty years Val 
had been in their family. She could get Val alone for a minute, drink enough to say No, I 
was never a gypsy. I could float among all of you. It could be easy.  
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BORN TONIGHT 
I. Letter to a Somber Child 
Almost all memories except this one are blurry. Back when you were nine or ten and 
the Thirsty Hippo was a warehouse, you went with a friend to her father’s designer 
samples sale. Clutter overwhelmed you, and before you knew it your hands were full of 
trinkets. You thought of asking to keep them. All so pretty: little rings, scarves, a quilted 
Juicy Couture handbag. Though you’d never actually seen Sex and the City, you 
imagined from commercials that you were shopping like a real Carrie. Glamor and 
bargains abounded. Then you got hot, decided right then that this was a dirty place. You 
needed to put everything down. You needed to put everything down with your right hand. 
You needed to pick everything up with your right hand. Right hand only. A switch had 
been flipped, a compulsion ignited. 
All your compulsions lived in your hands. First came picking up and putting down, 
then came the washing. You washed your hands until the knuckles dried and cracked. 
They were gray sometimes. You slathered your hands in Neosporin and slipped them into 
crew socks while you slept. The Bible had something to say about hands, too, that you 
should cut them off if they caused you to sin. But please not the right hand. You needed 
that one. It was the hand of finality. 
Maybe it was the austere little bob you got at the hands of a zealous hairdresser. 
Maybe it was your pink-tinted tortoiseshell glasses and your affinity for reading. There 
has always been something lopsided and dark at the heart of you. You were a happy kid, 
childhood amber-encased. Compulsion came at nine or ten and introduced motive; 
suddenly, every action was calculated. Step over cracks, sure. Also: right hand only, wash 
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hands always, grab your head and squeeze it on the sides when you pray. God only hears 
those who rock back and forth. 
Before all this, your first inclination about Spirit is that the soul is blue, resting 
somewhere at the low pointed tips of your ribs. Do you remember a time when Spirit was 
enabling, not inhibiting? Do you remember making autumn-leaf angels in the courtyard 
of the library, of running your fingers through your mother’s feathery hair and making it 
bigger, bigger? What do you know of falling asleep to that one children’s song—on a 
skipping CD—about the seven deadly sins? There was a time, I promise you, when you 
could taste wind on your face. You used to let your rain boots sink into the mud. Once 
you went hitchhiking with Dad on a cold day, and you didn’t worry about anything grimy 
or any divine punishments. And you made it home fine thanks to the kindness and 
capability of others. Your head blossomed far faster than your body. You stopped 
thinking of the soul as a quiet color.  
At thirteen or fourteen, you didn’t do much but read. Green lamplight. Stacks of 
prayer journals. Unsupervised scripture meditation. You now see why dangerous sects 
crop up in backhouses and on farms. People like you are up at all hours of the night 
searching, just hungry to take the Bible literally. You stopped wearing your gold-plated 
locket because of that one passage in 1 Timothy concerning gold jewelry. You curled up 
into an egg on your bedroom carpet, nose pressed into the ramen noodle fibers, and 
repeated the Lord’s Prayer over and over until you felt you had sent it up to heaven 
sufficiently, without any distraction. You burped a lot from nervousness at this time. You 
had the body of a child and the beginnings of forehead wrinkles.  
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Your tendency toward despair made no sense. You were always wedged between one 
parent’s hand and another’s, swung jovially over any puddle in the asphalt. Over eleven 
years, you got four pearl-headed siblings, each of whom called you ‘sissy.’ Every book 
you ever wanted (finish one and they’d buy you another) sat on the floor-to-ceiling shelf 
in your playroom. You had a playroom. You had your ears pierced. Once your mother 
even suffered to buy you a Jack Russell terrier, though he ran away after a week. Maybe 
it was church. Maybe it was the Bible in the dark. Even when you were a toddler, you 
kicked and screamed at the thought of being left alone. So maybe that was it.  
After Katrina your father began traveling for work. He collected debris, disposed of 
most of it, salvaged what he could. Then a few years later, just before the recession, he 
sold the family landscaping business and became a really good negotiator whose work 
required even more travel. Minneapolis, Houston, Maine, Boston. Sometimes you and the 
rest of the family went with, jingling like tin cans fastened prank-wise onto a getaway 
car. All his absences began to run together, and for a while you hardly even noticed he 
was gone. Then, after the oil spill, you didn’t see your father for a month. He was only 
living an hour away, in some company apartment on the coast, and his nearness and 
farness, you suppose, began to wear on you. Still it wasn’t all bad. You were always 
closer to your mother, anyway. She was your first best friend. You didn’t like the idea of 
your father disappearing onto tiny planes, and you didn’t like the way your mother 
seemed to chew the inside of her lip when he’d stay gone for a long time. Even still, this 
is a normal, perhaps even minimal, amount of strife for a teenage girl. Nothing to clutch 
scalp over.  
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Then came what we may now consider panic attacks. Your heart grew and pounded. 
You chewed the collar of your youth group t-shirt raw. You picked at your skin and 
fussed as you spun in front of the mirror and got buried in your own body. All of this 
when your parents left the house. They might never come back. You imagined slow-
motion car wrecks, dislodged teeth. Ejection. Decapitation. The consequences of a 
moment of poor attention. Always the worst case. At fourteen, you should have been 
getting into mild trouble. So many kids your age played at being ‘emo,’ and successfully 
so. But you couldn’t have turned all the worry into an act if you’d wanted to. Instead, you 
approached your mother after a night of paralyzing sadness, no sleep. “I’m scared that 
you’re going to die. I think I need to talk to someone,” you said. You weren’t moody 
enough to perform these sorts of feelings through classic teenage rebellion. You didn’t 
have the energy to sneak out or paint on black lips or even blast Mayday Parade through 
your stereo. This restraint was always your style. And your mother was good enough to 
get you all squared away with a children’s therapist whose specialties were Christian 
worldview and squeaky voice. She made you play a board game about your feelings. The 
game pieces were impossibly heavy plastic turtles. 
As you played at navigating between rock and hard place (Anxiety Cove and Sadness 
Meadow, maybe?), you told your therapist, “Really the problem is every time I sin in my 
mind I’m afraid God’s going to punish me by killing my parents.”  
It felt a little bit good and a little bit crazy to say that out loud. 
“Sin isn’t sin unless you’re sinning,” she said. “If it’s in your thoughts it doesn’t 
count. You don’t need to punish yourself for your own thoughts.” 
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Clearly this woman knew nothing about theology, and you told her as much. “What 
about 2 Corinthians? ‘Take every thought captive.’” 
You remember how the therapist sighed, and maybe her prim bangs flew up as she 
exhaled. “We’ll agree to disagree,” she said. And now you wish she’d pushed harder, that 
she’d physically restrained you, grabbed your cracked hands and let you hear the voice of 
God in a seashell.   
In therapy you learned deep-breathing exercises and how to envision your happy 
place (a fragrant leather chair from home). The therapist’s office was called Personal 
Growth, and you never knew how to feel when you entered and exited through the lobby. 
Everybody in the lobby seemed crazy. Real Gilbert Grape-y families. Kids who’d read 
magazines, then have to be restrained for trying to rip them apart. Nonverbal children. 
Weary dads. Jon-Benets. Bowls of seashells. Personal Growth was in an old house, and 
you always made your mom park in the back so nobody you knew (and whom did you 
know, anyway?) would see her silver Expedition and deduce you were slumming it with 
the kooks.  
When it was your turn to talk to _____, you turned on the charm. You could high-
function yourself out of anything. Hello,. _____, yes, so good to see you. Isn’t it funny 
how I look like a stretched-out seven-year-old and talk like a thirty-year-old? Isn’t it 
funny that I’m here at all? This is just a phase. The good thing is I know I’m irrational. 
Even then, you knew you might write about it someday. That someday your neuroses 
would be gone and the memory of them would be adorable.  
Sometimes you think of the plastic turtles, how you navigated the board game in 
therapy with just as much remove as you played Clue or Scrabble. You skidded your 
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turtle past all the obstacles, explained to your therapist the positive impact deep breathing 
was having on your life, and kept one eye always on the mirror in the corner of the room. 
You knew it was double-sided. Some mustachioed quack with a clipboard was collecting 
your data. Then again, isn’t that the point of getting help, to slide oneself under the 
microscope? 
Each week, when you got back to choir class from therapy, you told your friends you 
were having period problems and trying to find the right birth control to stop your awful 
cramps. Because that excuse is so much more palatable than admitting you were on a 
first-name basis with the latchkey lobby-dwellers back at Personal Growth.  
 
Then you started looking a little more like a woman. But you still had the insides of 
that somber child. You couldn’t pass the fourth grade class composite hanging in the 
hallway of your home—your limp bob, tinted glasses, crusty Lip Smackers smirk—
without saying hello, bowing a bit to what never really dissolved. Most nights you find 
yourself in some variant of prostration. You are not so unlike your old self: the girl in 
bumblebee pajamas who calmly explained to her mother that she often wished to go to 
sleep and never wake up. What if she stopped being the thing she was? Maybe these 
sentiments aren’t all that odd for children emerging from years of latency. Still, you can’t 
help but think the other Brownies Scouts’ minds didn’t operate this way. That when they 
were playing, they were really playing. Absorbed. Tasting wind.  
Eventually you didn’t need therapy anymore. Your therapist even used the word 
‘graduated,’ and you stopped worrying so much about your parents dying or getting 
divorced. Or both. Your father travelled less. Your mother didn’t look so tired. And you 
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became your own person. A couple of years later you got a car. Then a boyfriend. Then 
you stopped believing that God cared enough to punish you. Taste the wind again. Let 
your feet sink down in the mud. This was living. Who were your parents anyway? You 
forgot the order of the books of the Bible, the meaning of the words epistle and synoptic. 
And during this happy time you spent many nights in the back of your boyfriend’s yellow 
jeep under stars you no longer feared to be pinholes through which the Big Man might be 
peeping. 
Still panic came. Less often now, but it came. There were times you wanted to drive 
your car into a tree. There were times you’d go running and start spitting uncontrollably, 
then choking on air. Why? Chemical imbalance. Latent strife. A thin skin. But you never 
clutched your scalp again, never wrote pitiful couplet prayers or wallowed prostrate on 
your bedroom carpet. No more Psalms, Proverbs, or even the perfect pomegranate breasts 
of Song of Songs. Just spurts of compulsion. Just one more I love you before it’s 
midnight on a very special seventeenth birthday. The best part was you stopped trying to 
discover the root of all this.  
Clammy girl. You are now preserved in amber, a buried and calcified matryoshka 
doll. I love you. You were exhausting. I want to tell you God is good and so is Zoloft. 
Steve Barthelme says it’s not romantic or cool to be tortured for your art. He says just 
take the pill. There is nothing singular or valuable in this sort of paralysis. 
II. Driving the Bus 
Babies cry so much because everything unfamiliar is the newest, worst thing. Imagine 
the 
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terror. But we can’t. A short memory span is one of the graces of the infant brain. The 
terror 
of every cry is repressed, available only in mutation. I love babies. I love their smell, their 
coos. I am writing from one of the edges of a heartbreak. And I think I may have just 
found God again or, as a real believer would say, He found me. Time will tell. I will be 
able to say it all better later. But there is something to be said from the inside of the 
newest, worst thing. I have time alone now. I have aromatherapy candles and a hula hoop 
in my living room. The heartbreak essay is a tedious thing. The specifics of other 
people’s losses in love bore me, and the thumbprint of my own loss would bore you. 
Thumbprints are unique; they identify us; they all kind of look the same. 
My Uncle Jack, who is really just a sainted friend of the family, asks me things like, 
“How is your heart?” This questions reminds me of another question a teacher used to 
ask me: “How does the world feel on your nerve endings?” These are better approaches 
to the spring-loaded question, “Are you okay?” which is what my mother asks me any 
time I get quiet. Because, surprise, I’m one of those heart-on-the-sleeve, loose-lipped 
kinds of people. I am lucky to have people in my life who are concerned about my heart. 
Family is for damage control.  
This is not a first heartbreak. This is not the last or worst personal tragedy. But it is 
happening now, and most of the advice I receive involves journaling or meditation. Stop 
reading now. I am too young to know what I’m talking about. I sincerely hope I can 
return to all these sentiments in a few months to find them expired and adorable in a 
“wasn’t I a mess?” sort of way.  
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Here is what I know about love and intimacy: that no one I know has ever gotten 
these things ‘right.’ There are many unachievable templates for love and intimacy—
books, movies, poems, songs, Instagram—but few real, contemporary models of the 
thing. I also know, from the tips of my ribs, that people are not meant to be alone.  
I am closer to my parents than I would imagine most people are. I go running and 
cycling and yoga-ing with my mom. I feel as though I could tell her almost anything. 
Almost. And recently I’ve gotten closer to my dad. It wasn’t always this way. But now 
we watch True Detective and UFC fights together. We eat at T-Bone’s and talk about 
Gregg Allman over cold brews. The other day, he wanted me to listen to five or so 
different renditions of “You are My Sunshine,” a song I used to sing for his late brother 
Chris. The song started to sound foreign after a while, like a word warped in repetition. I 
am a lucky daughter. My parents have been good to me while I get back on my feet after 
a years-long relationship with somebody wonderful.  
For the past few years, my dad has tried to tell me that when it comes to men, I drive 
the bus. Most times, when he said this, I was trapped in the passenger seat of his truck. I 
didn’t want to hear it. It sounded so empty when he said it, yet, when I did make the 
decision to end a long relationship and Dad asked what happened, the only thing I could 
say was, “I drove the bus.” Only then, I think, did I realize what he was trying to tell me 
about boundaries, agency, and self-worth. I called the shots. But for a long time I didn’t, 
and I didn’t want to hear about driving the bus. I rejected the frame. Now I’m driving the 
bus. It’s a lonely bus. I feel in the tips of my ribs that sometimes people need to be alone.  
Recently, on a run with my mom, I told her that I finally escaped the default setting of 
waking up angry with myself. “That’s so good to hear,” she said. “What a blessing.” 
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Even jogging, she put her hand on her heart. I am writing from one of the edges of a 
heartbreak, yet I’m experiencing a new sort of clarity in the hours and nights I’m 
spending alone. I am terrified I haven’t really ‘graduated’ to some new sphere of 
maturity. I am afraid I might adopt new compulsions.  
Here’s how to drive the bus: 
• Don’t ignore your gut. This applies to the minute-long walk through a dark 
parking lot and to the trajectory of your whole entire life. 
• Distract yourself with podcasts. 
• Don’t get bangs. 
• Stop hoping for closure. Abandon all blame. Harbor only good memories of 
the beloved. 
• Submit yourself to the unsexiness and comfort of wise counsel.  
• “You’re in a cult. Call your dad.”1 
 
III. Narrow Little Road 
 
If you wanted to sell me something, a few weeks ago would have been the time. I was 
in full baby-mode, exploding at every juncture. This was back when relationship artifacts 
(songs, foods, blah blah blah) still shook me. You could have peddled me anything by 
telling me it would end the pain that often accompanies personal tragedy. Essential oils, 
                                                 
1Perhaps another essay is warranted here. Lately I’ve been hungry for true crime, a yearning which is 
undoubtedly a form of escapism. I started listening to Feral Audio’s My Favorite Murder. I have listened to 
35 episodes in a week and a half, because, for me, living alone is an exercise in eliminating silence.  
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hair cream, yoga pants, anything. When I was two or three, my mother tells me I said to 
her, “I need a Band-Aid for my feewings.” Always melodrama, always the magnetic need 
to overshare.   
I started going back to church and listening, not just pecking at communion. Why? 
Because I needed to get out of the house. I recently sat in on a Sunday school lesson (!) 
on Ecclesiastes where the humble, downy-haired teacher said, “It’s hard to focus on 
anything God is doing when all you sense is your own pain.” 
At that moment, I was soft enough to listen. Chord: struck. There needs to be 
something bigger than these thumbprints.  
I’m too rusty for apologetics. The exact passages are repressed, the catechism long 
bungled and forgotten. It’s been a while since I’ve clutched my skull, singing the Hebrew 
part of “There Can Be Miracles” from the deftly animated Prince of Egypt film. I don’t 
plan on going full zealot anytime soon. I’m just humbled by the quiet presence of grace 
throughout my entire life. I find myself in a felt return to God, to Christ, to finally 
admitting that, as David Foster Wallace puts it, “There is no such thing as not-
worshipping. Everybody worships.” I’m sold. I’m being born again. I’m that youth group 
kid throwing his cigarettes into the rally finale bonfire. But the renewal will last this time. 
It has to.  
I have begun to pray, this time with dignity. My nose doesn’t get anywhere near the 
carpet anymore, and something tells me God doesn’t care about that kind of thing. I get 
distracted when I pray. Sometimes downward dog is a prayer. Or a poem. Or listening 
and going easy on a student. Personal tragedy does this to people—makes them more 
inclined to seek the spiritual—and I wonder what that says about the nature of people and 
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the nature of God. I feel the love of Christ more now in my weakness than I ever did 
when things were going okay, when I had somebody. I wonder what this says about my 
need for love and Jesus’ love for me. Sometimes I catch myself humming “Blessed 
Assurance” in the shower like a tent revival freak. A few years ago, you never could have 
told me that God would crop back up in my waking thoughts. But here He is, as calming 
and incomprehensible as white noise.  
When I was five or six, a bluesy Christian singer named Mo Leverett—he also ran a 
ministry on Desire Street in New Orleans—came and sang at my church. I don’t 
remember it, but I do remember that my parents bought all of his albums and that we 
listened to them in the car. He did renditions of old Reformed hymns and newer, twangier 
songs about Christian life, specifically in New Orleans. Mo Leverett’s voice is nothing 
special. Sometimes he sings off-key. Most songs feature the same few guitar chords 
you’d find in “Wonderwall.” Still, all those hours of listening to his slow, gritty “Rock of 
Ages” must have settled into my subconscious brain. Because when I was in baby-mode, 
when I was inconsolable, I listened to Leverett’s music for the first time in probably 
fifteen years. I found these two couplets in his song “Narrow Little Road” and let them 
become lodged in my brain, rattling louder than any other thoughts:  
 
The love of God is the hymn of hope 
It is the narrow, not the broad 
 
It is the pathway down the hill 
To the graveyard of the living God  
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These lyrics are not so unlike the rhyming prayers I used to write under the green 
lamp when my lights should have been out. Graveyard of the living God. A few months 
ago these pale poetics would not have registered. But now the world feels prickly on my 
nerve endings. Wasn’t that what that teacher of mine was always saying? To wallow in 
the wounds, find comfort in one’s own sadness?  
When I was younger and quasi-forced to go to youth group retreats (this is where the 
scalp-clutching reached its zenith), I heard many people’s ‘testimonies.’ I was raised 
Presbyterian, a denomination famous for its emphasis on predestination (i.e., God knows 
whether you will follow him before you are even born). But it was the few hip Baptist 
retreats I attended with a group of junior high friends that made me believe I was 
spiritually defunct. There, speakers mentioned hearing the voice of God. From plywood 
stages, young swoophaired ministers inserted dialogue for Him, spoke of blinding and 
definite conversions that lifted them from rock bottom. People raised their hands when 
they sang, tears flowing from their eyes, mouths open like blind baby cows searching for 
their mother. I wanted to love God that way, but I couldn’t. I could hardly clap to “I Am a 
Friend of God” on beat. 
At that time, my God was hidden in text, accessible only through statutes. He 
demanded fear and not delight. I was six when the Twin Towers came down, and I found 
God scarier than Santa or Saddam. I am incapable of giving a testimony or witness. Or I 
am just uncomfortable. Or I am unwilling to put narrative momentum where there isn’t 
any. I want to go to the graveyard of the Living God, and I want the stars to be pinholes 
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through which I can admire Him. Because I need to worship something that won’t eat me 
alive.  
In my newfound Mo Leverett fever, I told my mom I began listening to him again, 
how helpful that was for me. “Remember him?” I asked her. 
She shook her head. “Of course I remember him. We practically named your brother 
after him.”  
My brother’s name is John Morris; he’s called Mo. 
Mom was quiet. “I think it’s great you’re listening again, but you do know he got 
divorced.” 
“Lots of people get divorced” I said. 
Later that night, I found Mo Leverett’s website. His biography cites Katrina as his 
reason for moving from New Orleans to Jacksonville, Florida and started a new ministry 
called Rebirth there. Mo is married to somebody new now. The last line of his bio reads, 
“He is a transparent and broken man—a quality reflected in both his music and ministry.” 
Who wrote this? And broken how?  
I found Mo Leverett on Instagram, and I followed him. He posts Bible verses against 
galactic backdrops, and apparently he owns or at least works at a cigar shop called Holy 
Smokes in Jacksonville. Sometimes he likes my photos, which makes me feel gross even 
though maybe it shouldn’t. I can still consider his music apart from him. I wonder about 
his testimony, how God feels on his nerve endings. 
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IV. Outlived Phases/ A Hasty Termination 
 
• Hyenas from The Lion King on everything including your birthday cake 
• Mobility solely by roller skate 
• Pretending to be an orphan 
• Veganism 
• Cigarettes for lunch and a Go Phone in the toilet 
• Happy nihilism 
• Winged eyeliner every day 
• Mindfulness meditation 
 
My Uncle Jack takes care of people. He took care of my Uncle Chris when he was 
dying 
from complications from AIDS. Over fifteen years later, he cared for his partner Chet as 
he succumbed to leukemia. Jack has one speed when it comes to love: ‘go.’ I want to love 
this way, which is why I ask him for advice. The other day, when we were at Ed’s having 
greased-up bacon jam burgers, Jack gave me his three apparent truths: that happiness is 
an affirmative act, that we must forgive each other, and that in the end, love is all that 
matters. “It’s simple and it’s not,” he told me, then assured me I was going to be just fine. 
That we would be just fine. 
 Then there was talk of law school, of running into Naomi Campbell, of buying or 
not buying some Warby Parker glasses. And for a while, on the top deck of a puke green 
burger joint, I tasted wind. The newest, best thing.  
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ME AND MY HOUSEHOLD 
 
Mary Ryan Karnes 
 
You sleep there  
and cannot know 
of things that 
are to come 
or that have 
come before. 
 
-Chris Karnes, “For Mary Ryan” 
 
When my grandmother finally moved from her house on 34th Avenue to a 
(relatively swanky) independent living facility across town, there was talk of turning her 
house—my father’s childhood home—into my house. But it was only talk. My mother, 
whose appetite for renovation is both admirable and overwhelming, spoke of new carpets, 
fresh paint, breathing life into a sad place. She encouraged Dad and me to start cleaning 
out and categorizing Nana’s things. But this was only encouragement. Doing it was 
another thing, something Dad and I delayed until we couldn’t anymore. Here was this 
vacant house—vacant but for all the mangled valuables and junk sitting inside of it—and 
neither of us was ready to deal with it yet. I was finishing my undergraduate degree, and 
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Dad was busy with work and coordinating round-the-clock sitters for my grandmother. 
Her dementia and stubbornness required constant care, and still do. The house was easy 
to ignore. Easy to drive past it, pretend it wasn’t ours to fix. 
 After months of talk, Dad and I went to Nana’s house. The prospect filled us with 
dread, but there were no more excuses. The house wasn’t going anywhere. I’d need a 
place to live soon. My lease was nearly expired at my apartment across town, and I did 
not want to move back in with my parents and four younger siblings fifteen minutes up 
the road. I was about to start working on my master’s degree. Nana was taken care of 
now. She occasionally fired a sitter she didn’t like, but they came back and cared for her 
anyway, knowing her anger, like her memory, would dissolve. Armed with a few garbage 
bags, bellies full from a lingering lunch (How about dessert? Another coffee? Tell me 
that one story about your brother again?), we pulled into the driveway and decided we’d 
clean out at least one room before the day was done. It couldn’t be that hard. Surely we 
could throw most everything away. Maybe, in our months of absence, the house had 
emptied itself.  
Not so. Everything was still there: the stiff-cushioned couches, the empty 
refrigerator, rows of empty boxes of Redtree chardonnay. The air conditioning was still 
on, buckling in the utility closet after months of running for nobody. A newspaper lay 
curled open on the coffee table, next to a Styrofoam cup, still sticky and purple at the 
bottom. I thought to call out for Nana and make sure we weren’t, as Dad says on every 
outgoing phone call of his, “catching you at a bad time.” I thought we might find her, as 
we did one time when I was three or four, with her hair down and wiry and wild, uncoiled 
from its usual spring-loaded silver bun. If I saw her like this again, I knew I would 
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scream just as I had before. But it wasn’t a bad time. Nana’s things were there, but she 
wasn’t.  
 Birds fussed outside the window. Always birds. Nana had trees planted in front of 
all the windows, a private jungle that shunned peepers and welcomed chirping. It was 
dark; most of the light bulbs had gone out. Piles of paper everywhere, and I already knew 
we hadn’t brought enough garbage bags. Dad would pick up a book, set it down, open a 
drawer, shut it, his mouth always a little open. “Shall we begin?” I said to him. I’m sure I 
didn’t say that, but I know I said something to keep him from gawking and going 
catatonic under the weight of all the material memory before us. We were there to, ahem, 
get shit done. To get cracking on what would one day (though I struggled to picture it) be 
my bright little bachelorette pad. I channeled my mother’s resolve and started chunking, 
nearly blindly, whatever I could into garbage bags until they bulged and sagged. Ancient 
travel-sized shampoos. Picture frames with stock families inside. Rotten bottles of 
champagne. Toss, toss, toss. Dad still wandering aimlessly. Maybe I could have pitched 
the moment to HGTV: bumbling father and plucky daughter hunt for treasure and 
heirlooms in a forgotten family home. Memory! Tension! Mid-century modern revival! 
Fixer Upper meets The Royal Tenenbaums. 
 Cleaning out Nana’s house was not fun. There is no way I could call it fun, but I 
enjoyed the work in one regard: my grandparents were genuinely interesting people, and 
several of their possessions reflected this truth. They were both teachers: he, vocational 
education at the college level. She, gifted education at the college level. They were lovers 
of art. Glass vases and bowls and Madonnas sat on every surface. Paintings covered the 
walls. Some were propped up on the floors against the walls, paintings my grandmother 
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had bought in her retirement and not yet hung. My uncle’s paintings were everywhere, 
several of which included swirls and lines and dots which looked like the Morse code of a 
long, strange acid trip. I would touch these things, hold them in my hands, and the dust 
covering them would scatter and cause me to sneeze. The grime, along with my general 
disdain for clutter and labor, annoyed me. My dad’s tortoise-like pace annoyed me, too.    
We decided to start with the library. Don’t think floor-to-ceiling volumes and a 
charming little ladder on wheels. I don’t come from manor-holding stock, though a girl 
can dream. My grandmother’s house is a one-story brown-and-browner brick dwelling. 
It’s beautiful, but nothing to write home about. When you think ‘library,’ think of a 
modest parlor for reflection, a place where two married professors once sat quietly on 
weeknights after their two sons had gone to sleep. Maybe this was the room where they 
bickered in whispers. Maybe this was the room where my father’s parents relived the 
early days of their romance: a pancake house in Illinois, a 25-year age gap, a promise 
broken to an old wife and made to a new one. We started with the library. We didn’t 
finish, not that day.  
After spending a summer cleaning out my Nana’s house (I never want to dance 
with dust again), I can confidently classify her as a hoarder. I didn’t encounter cats in the 
freezer or blockades of garbage. Instead, Dad and I were forced to face the strata of our 
family: a nonsensical, layered paper trail of Karnes-related achievements, failures, and 
memos. Marginalia we could hold in our hands. Here’s the thing about hoarders, at least 
in my own experience: they have their own untranslatable sense of order. As much as I 
wanted to throw everything away, I couldn’t, for fear that hiding among the senseless 
newspaper clippings and business cards, would be the title to Nana’s Lincoln (a 
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document missing for years) or a poem of my uncle’s (priceless since he’s gone) or my 
grandmother’s will (Would I read it? Gosh, maybe). Loads of hay, a few indispensable 
needles. I won’t say Nana hid things of worth among worthless things, because, to her, 
everything in that house was infinitely important. What gives me the right to say this? 
How do I know that the box full of gravel in a cabinet meant just as much as her wedding 
ring? Because they were both still there, together, hidden. My grandmother has always 
been a busyminded, capable woman. In her day, she helped draft education legislation. 
She orchestrated summer programs for the gifted. When Nana lived in Sierra Leone and 
helped found a college there, she severed a snake with a hoe. If she had the resolve to 
throw these things away, she would have done it. But that is the plague of collection: she 
just couldn’t. She needed to keep. Her mind wouldn’t have it any other way. 
Dad and I got to work on the bookshelf, a project that took all day. It was an L-
shaped shelf made of dark wood with a lighted display case on top. I pulled down several 
blue ceramic eggs with white floral adornments. “I think those are really valuable,” Dad 
said. “Put them in a pile.” Through piles, we reworked Nana’s sense of order into 
something we could understand, sorting items into three general groups: expensive, 
sentimental, and junk. Most items on the bookshelf, especially according to Dad, were 
sentimental. 
You should know my father is a crying man. I’ve seen him cry more than I’ve 
seen my mother cry. I’m not saying my mother is a stone wall, and I’m not saying my 
dad is a pansy. What I am saying is that for the most part, in my family, the conventions 
of masculinity that often conceal fathers’ hearts have been suspended. My father cries, 
often at the simplest provocation. Think ESPN specials about student-athletes who 
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overcome, I don’t know, obstacles. Think Warren Zevon songs and the sob stories on 
variety shows like America’s Got Talent (a favorite at my house). Though his brother 
Chris was a gay poet and painter, I think my dad had him beat in the sensitivity 
department. And for this sensitivity I am so, so thankful. Because of it, I have always 
been allowed and encouraged to feel. But that day we had a job to do, and Dad wouldn’t 
stop pensively grabbing at the relics of his boyhood. Gah.   
“I can throw this away, right?” I asked him. 
“No,” he said, “That’s my duck!” 
The item in question was a joke of an art project, a papier-mâché duck: wire feet and 
white eyes with pen-dot pupils. Dead eyes. A red duck. A totem of evil, really. I didn’t 
like the look of it.  
“I made that in the first grade,” he said, as if I should have congratulated him. So 
this is how it was going to be. I put the duck in the ever-mounting sentimental pile. Dad’s 
eyes were large, I remember, and he seemed proud to be in the room with me, sharing 
these things.  
The duck stayed. So did several other things I would have liked not only to have thrown 
out, but to have burned: Chris’s papier-mâché art project (an equally sinister red-tongued 
lizard head), assorted party napkins with cheesy slogans (prime garage sale material, Dad 
said), and several miniature African figurines in various stages of coitus (spoils from 
Sierra Leone). I put the figurines in a cardboard box as soon as possible, embarrassed by 
them the same way I’m embarrassed by the sex scenes in True Detective when Dad and I 
watch it together.  
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I can’t blame Dad for his slowness in sorting the library. I don’t know what it is to 
have a dead father, a dead brother, and an aging mother who can’t, though at times it 
seems she refuses to, help herself. Memory is important to me, sure, but for now the 
present envelops me. All is well, alive. Time is moving, but for now I’m rocking along 
with it. There is nothing to reckon with yet, except this house and those who lived in it 
before me. 
I spent the rest of the summer cleaning out the house. Sometimes Dad came with 
me to go through mountains of paper that was really only his business. But most times I 
went I went alone. Eventually the air conditioning quit working, and I walked around in a 
sports bra and gym shorts, moving through rooms and consolidating piles. I brought 
sticky notes to label the piles: garage sale, Ray misc., surplus textbooks. I listened to 
rap—Run the Jewels, Kendrick Lamar, Tupac—and pretended I was hard (I do this a lot). 
In order for me to do a good job, I had to believe this was a job worth doing. But it got so 
tedious, more tedious than the scanning and copying and coffee-making I’d done when I 
worked at a law firm one summer. The more I worked, it seemed, the more junk 
appeared. It was as if the shit bred at night while I was gone. In the kitchen were several 
dozen mugs with cheesy slogans, and it took an hour to sort them into the garage sale and 
sentimental piles. One mug boasted an airbrushed portrait of dolphins, which pissed me 
off, I don’t know why. I also found cabinets full of pots, pans, rusted cookie sheets, and 
an elaborate fondue kit, its retro coolness obscured by dust and the nondescript slime that 
grows on things that have been left alone. Why all the culinary paraphernalia? My 
grandmother never cooked. I remember my mom buying Nana a quippy birthday card 
that read My favorite to make for dinner is…(now, open the card) reservations.  Most 
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days I left the house discouraged and angry at Nana for amassing so much crap and 
hiding the important things within it. But you can’t be mad at those who can’t help 
themselves. Mom told me that once, but she wasn’t there with me, throwing empty 
Metamucil canisters into an industrial dumpster in the driveway.  
But there was treasure, secrets and revelations and hilarity in the mountains of 
paper. Nana was and is a meticulous record-keeper. She took notes on yellow legal pads, 
her handwriting urgent and capitalized. In the last years of my grandfather’s life, when he 
was in and out of the hospital for a few inevitable, age-related ailments, she wrote down 
everything the nurses and doctors said and did. I found some of those legal pads on the 
kitchen counter, and in them I learned what Pa ate at Forrest General Hospital on 
February 4, 2006 (turkey and gravy, though not much) and which nurses Nana found 
careless or incompetent (most). I also found the bare-bones statistics of the last days of 
Pa’s life: every bathroom trip, can of Ensure, and cup of water until the list just stopped. 
Unceremoniously. Nothing left to record.  
The best things I found, and the most maddening, were the receipts. I opened a 
drawer positively pregnant with receipts from the Crescent City Grill, Robert St. John’s 
first restaurant, where my grandparents ate nearly every day—sometimes twice a day—
since it opened in 1987. The number of times my grandfather ordered a KARNES 
SDWCH (a menu modification just for him: a plain-Jane grilled chicken sandwich with a 
side of fruit) or the hundreds of pours of Galliano Nana ordered when she sat alone at 
table ten tell their own stories through pattern and inconsistency. What’s this? She 
ordered a shrimp cocktail in 2010? After a five-year crab cake streak? It can’t be, but it 
is.  
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When I talk about ‘hoarder order,’ the meticulousness of the receipts is exactly 
what I mean. Paper-clipped by year, not a day missing. Evidence of an auditor’s eye for 
aligned corners. No receipts from any other restaurants or stores. This was nauseating 
order, floating in a nauseating mess. Great, I thought, I have an entire gastronomical diary 
here. And I know that Nana and Pa have paid grand portions of Robert’s bills. But 
where’s the title to the damned car?  
Jung says, “In all chaos there is a cosmos, in all disorder a secret order.” Well. So. 
My job, I remember thinking (though I wasn’t thinking of Jung at the time) was to be in 
that chaos for a while, then conquer it. It wasn’t the hardest summer job in the world, but 
something about the house and everything inside of it bore down on my nerve endings. 
Would I ever be able to clear it and make it mine? The only useful thing I could do was 
work from inside the madness, believe that I could set things in order. And maybe 
whistle.  
“She hides money,” Dad had said when we started cleaning out the house. “You 
can keep whatever you find.” 
I held onto the promise of hidden money as I returned to the house nearly every 
day that summer. If Nana collected rocks, receipts, stockings, what would stop her from 
hoarding wads of cash? Hell, I wouldn’t mind if the money was all pennies. What could 
be better than finding a cellar of pennies, a nest egg for the next few years? But room by 
room, artifact by artifact, I found nothing.  
The son of a bitch lied to me. My dad tells me lots of things I shouldn’t believe. 
But he speaks with such conviction, with such an air of possibility, that I believe him 
anyway. This has been happening since I was little. He wasn’t lying, really, just 
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masquerading improbabilities as truths. Whatever. When I was seven, he told me we 
might get a horse. Just a few months ago, he said he might be able to score us tickets for a 
Kendrick Lamar concert in Houston. Neither of these things happened. But, God, please 
don’t think I’m complaining. Both a pony and a shoulder-brush with Kendrick would 
have made me even more insufferable than I already am. I think in his heart of hearts Dad 
wants to believe he can give me everything. Maybe is a good way to preserve a dream. 
Still, I wish I had found any money besides one soggy brown five-dollar bill pressed 
between couch and cushion. 
The “she hides money” bit was probably also a ploy to keep me attentive as I 
cleaned out the house. And on that front it worked. I moved from room to room with a 
newfound interest in the boxes and vases and piles before me. Every receptacle was a 
piggy bank. I went slow. Eventually, I cleared the library and put the piles into sharpie-
labeled boxes. Then there was the dining room, where I examined stacks of paper and 
found little of consequence except old Hallmark cards with forgettable handwritten 
expressions inside (Love! Love! Love! and Happy Holidays). After hammering out a few 
bad tunes with no one around to watch, I put the xylophone from Sierra Leone in a box. I 
cleared tarnished silver from a low, sleek cabinet lining the dining room’s back wall, 
praying to find a blank check in a gravy dish.  
University plaques lay on the floor: University of Illinois, North Texas, Southern 
Mississippi. Heavy, dusty accolades with felt backs. I tried to imagine how it must have 
felt for my grandparents to unpack their university offices when they retired. Over thirty 
years apart, they both must have taken the plaques from the walls behind their desks, 
shuffled out to their cars, and brought these things home where they stopped meaning as 
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much. Pa was forced to retire at 65. It was the 70s. At 65, he finally learned to ride a bike 
and stop being an alcoholic. Nana didn’t retire until she was 76, and while her retirement 
wasn’t forced, it pretty much was. In the wake of my grandfather’s death, Nana drank 
alone and unchecked. She began falling in the middle of the night, coming into work with 
purple, then green, bruises on her face. A mess of dents appeared on her Lincoln. Her 
department threw receptions to honor Nana’s long and storied career: her bill that 
mandated AP classes for every Mississippi high school, her nationally acclaimed program 
in gifted studies, her hordes of now-grown students who credit her with their success. 
Maybe she would take these kind hints. Finally, in 2014, she stopped going in to work, 
and what was already bad worsened. I could hardly lift the dense bronze golden eagle 
statue they gave her at her final reception. I remember the grim bruise on her forehead 
that day, and how the Hattiesburg American gracefully blurred it when they printed the 
pictures for the newspaper feature. Thank God, I thought. Because this is not how anyone 
should remember her. 
Next were the bedrooms. My dad made a good observation: “You can tell a lot 
about a person by the stuff they keep, and your Pa didn’t really keep that much.” His 
bedroom, which was once my uncle Chris’s childhood bedroom, contained little but a 
twin bed and a treadmill and a small exercise bike. Pa had been born in a tent in the 
oilfields of Texas, the oldest of nine children. He’d been stricken with polio as an infant 
and hadn’t attended school until he was twelve. The poverty of his early life had purged 
him of any material impulses. I say that, but he was the only man I knew whose wedding 
ring had a diamond bigger than my mother’s. Nine years after his death, everything in 
Pa’s room was just as it was. I know this because I saw Pa’s body the morning he died. I 
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was twelve, and my mind played a trick, convinced me that his chest was still rising and 
falling. Later I learned that he didn’t die in his sleep. His dying had woken him, and the 
Christie, the retired nurse who cared for him in his last days, had asked if he wanted to 
wake Nana or go to the hospital. He’d said no. He’d said to Christie, “Just be with me.” 
That story has always soothed me. I want to die that way. The last thing I did when I 
cleaned out his room was take the sheets off of his bed. I asked my Dad if he wanted to 
keep them, nearly sure he’d say yes, they’re sentimental. “No,” he said. “You can throw 
them away.” Finally, some sense. I carried the sheets to the dumpster, aware that I had 
just disturbed a small universe.  
Four or five pairs of shoes: brown leather dress shoes, chunky white tennis shoes, 
house slippers. A set of royal blue two-pound dumbbells. A coin collection. A box 
containing an old, old camera and some nearly decipherable negatives. Morris Ray 
Karnes. I’m reminded of a piece of 9/11 art; the artist and title escape me, though. The 
piece depicts an empty hotel room and the evidence of a businessman who’d slept there 
the night before and would never return to collect his things. This is how I felt in Pa’s 
room, like he had turned to vapor and left only a vague smell in certain corners.  
I learned much more about Pa in his office than I did in his bedroom, and I knew 
him better by what he gave away than what he kept. I should preface with this: I am a 
snoop. I exceeded my cleaning duties that summer and became an unauthorized 
investigator of my family. I turned on the boxy Dell computer on Pa’s desk (he also had a 
Macintosh) and on the desktop screen I found a file named ‘Mary Ryan Growth and 
Development.” I opened it and saw a detailed table of every intellectual and motor skill-
related milestone I achieved in my infancy and toddlerhood. “26 months: Recognizes 
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opposites (big/small, fat/thin).” Most grandparents are smitten by their grandchildren, but 
Pa turned his doting into data. After he retired, he never stopped learning. He was always 
on his computer or at the Wesley Wellness Center, asking the ladies in the fitness room to 
feel his bicep, then letting them know, “This isn’t the only hard thing on me.” I tried to 
imagine him holding me in his lap, trying to subtly gauge my intelligence and 
development through a series of questions like, “What color is this?” or “What does the 
cow say?” or “Who’s the current president?” I had to be a bright child. Nana, bouncing 
me on her knee and telling me I’d be in the legislature, and Pa, with his running file of 
my “above standard” growth, wouldn’t have it any other way. It was only in that moment 
I realized how carefully they had engineered me in those early years. And I was thankful 
to be their subject. 
Then there was the filing cabinet, another place I shouldn’t have looked but did. It 
held years of family finances. Here’s what I learned: my grandparents set aside money 
for me and all my siblings, though the records stop the year Pa died. I wasn’t so much 
surprised by the college funds they’d saved for all of us kids. What floored me was their 
philanthropy. As their records tell it, Ray and Frances Karnes cared primarily for two 
ventures in this world: education and art. They gave to several university foundations, 
scholarship funds, and public schools. I’m not saying this to tout my kind as bighearted, 
flowing wallet types. But I think it should be noted that Ray and Frances devoted their 
careers and much of their income to the pursuit of knowledge. It feels right to praise them 
in this way. They also patronized artists like Amy Giust in Carroll Case before their 
paintings were worth anything because, at least as I see it, they believed in artists. Their 
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own son Chris was an artist, and I imagine he was influenced and nurtured by his parents’ 
esteem for beauty and expression. I know I was. 
Parental influence is a funny thing. You never raise the same kid twice. In my 
own immediate family, we five children all respond differently to the way we were raised 
(through a combination of encouragement and strictness I’ve yet to encounter anywhere 
else). As I cleaned out Chris’s closet and Dad’s bedroom, I found evidence of their lives 
heading outward from the center of that house in two irreconcilable directions. How 
could it be that these two sons, Christopher John and John Ryan (despite their education, 
I guess my grandparents couldn’t invent better names), both came of age under this roof?  
Pa moved into Chris’s room a long time ago, but traces of Chris were still there: 
sketchbooks full of landscapes and cartoonish bodybuilders, a book of his and his 
classmates’ high school poetry, letters from friends asking how he is, is he sick? There 
was his computer and all the manuals that went along with it. Chris moved out of the 
house long before Dad did, first to pursue a computer degree at Purdue, then to be an 
artist in New Orleans. I hear he was brilliant. Based on the contents of this house, I know 
he was. His posthumous volume of poetry, Mainstream, features several of his graphic 
designs, including one that incorporates a sonogram of me. But it wasn’t the evidence of 
Chris’s brilliance that drew me closer to him as I rifled through his things. It wasn’t his 
paintings—though they’re kinetic and life-affirming—it was his strawberry blonde hair 
and wide nose. It was the loose photo of him standing over a stove at a party, spatula in 
hand. It was the gorgeous black-and-white David Halliday portrait of Chris and his 
partner Jack, their embrace both soft and somehow grasping. The fragments confirmed 
what people had always told me: that he was someone I would have loved to know. We 
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would have been close. I would have called on him. Happy times, sad times. And 
something about his searching eyes in every photograph tells me he would have called on 
me, too. But here is where I reach the limit of knowing Chris as he really was. Everything 
is conjecture, translatable only to a point. 
Dad, on the other hand, is a living document. I can compare the material truth of 
his early life to the man I know now. In Dad’s room I found a plastic Jack-O’-Lantern 
with a Ziploc bag of dry brown stuff inside. When I asked Dad what it was, he answered, 
“Oh. Weed.” I found syringes, which troubled me until I found the little tubes of liquid 
B-12. My dad was a fitness buff. Still is. Gorgeous-yet-dated renderings of safari scenes 
hung on the walls around his old, low bed. Letters from his high school girlfriend. His 
diary, which included several accounts of beer drinking and squirrel hunting. Dad didn’t 
buy into his parents’ fervor for higher things, at least not when he was young. While 
Chris was sketching and writing poetry, Dad was hiding dead possums in people’s cars as 
pranks. He was getting his face beaten with beer bottles in the oyster-shell parking lot of 
a bar on the coast called the Pink Pony. Or at least that’s what he tells me his teenage 
years were like. Maybe, like me, he’s just pretending to be hard.  
I find it hard to imagine my dad, a sober bicyclist with an affinity for tears, as the 
nose-picking hell-raiser I see in his box of photos from college. Then again, isn’t this the 
trajectory of most people who become parents? Gypsies for a while, then homesteaders?  
Every story I hear about Dad and Chris’s childhood is from Dad. I didn’t know 
Chris for long. He died from AIDS when I was three. Dad says if Chris had gotten sick a 
year or two later, he might still be alive. Now that I’m grown, Dad speaks candidly about 
Chris’s last days. He’s eager to talk about it with me; I assume these conversations keep 
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Chris in the air, bring back the idea of a brother who has been gone for nearly twenty 
years. Dad tells me about his and Chris’s lives in New Orleans in their twenties, when 
Chris lived in the city and Dad lived on the West Bank, and they would meet on 
weekends for parties and sushi. He tells me about the day he and Mom took me to meet 
Chris at Audubon Park to feed the ducks. And he tells me about Chris’s funeral, which I 
didn’t attend. “Have you seen the video?” he asks. “You should see the video. Some girl 
from Tulane came and sang Amazing Grace. She was like an angel.” Dad’s room wasn’t 
hard to clean. I went ahead and assumed everything was sentimental except for the old, 
gnarly bag of weed.  
Nana’s bedroom contained multitudes, and I don’t want to talk about it. Such 
sadness there. Such costume jewelry. A whole filing cabinet full of cheap gifts she 
probably picked up at the dollar store and forgot to give to anybody. An unhung portrait 
of Gloria Steinem. In an unassuming shoebox, some letters I feel guilty to have read. It’s 
my bedroom now. In daylight, I can hardly imagine a time when this room was anything 
but lace pearl white. When I turn out all the lights, I think of how it was once in there, 
and how everything is the same in the dark.  Let the record show I purge. I throw 
everything away.  
Once Dad and I cleaned everything out, contractors came to the house and ripped 
up the carpets, repainted the walls, and overhauled the bathrooms. “That’s a nice toilet,” 
one of the workers told me, in reference to Nana’s toilet, which stood in the garage. “You 
gonna do anything with it?” No, I said, I didn’t have any plans. “Can I take it?” he asked.  
 I thought I had touched everything in that house, but when the electrician came to 
change the light switch plates, he found a tiny, golden Napoleonic bee with emerald eyes 
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hiding in the kitchen switch. I held it in my palm. So delicate, so sinister, not unlike the 
duck. What did it mean? Was it Nana’s? It had to have been. Maddening still, her method 
of collection.  
 It’s my house now. It doesn’t feel that way, though. I still have most of the 
furniture and paintings and glass. Though I thought I didn’t want these things, I knew 
they belonged here. It would be shameful for them sit in storage. The first night I stayed 
there, I played Chris’s Echo and the Bunnymen record on the old mahogany stereo. I 
didn’t have couches or a TV yet, and the living room invited echo. I drank Cabernet from 
the bottle and danced with a former boyfriend, who was kind enough to help me move in. 
I was trying and failing to channel Dirty Dancing, but I still felt sexy as hell. I was 
dancing more at him than with him, save for a few embraces and twirls. It was the first 
time I had ever listened to any of Chris’s records. “I’ve never seen you move like that,” 
my ex said. My arms bounced and my head bobbed, and I ran my fingers through my 
sweaty mop of hair. Finally, the renovation was realized. No longer talk. The floors no 
longer sagged. Just look at you with burning lips, the song said. You’re living proof at my 
fingertips.  
 I have lived here for almost a year. There are rooms I never go in, though they are 
now empty of the dusty excess that burdened me for a while. I’m not scared to live alone 
because I’m not alone. Please don’t think me twee when I say this house is haunted. It is, 
but in the best way. And when Dad visits, we ignore the junk we’ve temporarily moved 
to the garage for the garage sale that will never happen. Instead, we watch a movie on 
Netflix. Or I make him an omelet. It’s strange to host one’s parent, to care for him in any 
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small way after a lifetime of being cared for. I burn candles to expel the smell of the old 
house, and we talk about ghosts. I won’t live here forever. I could never live here forever.  
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UNLONELY 
 
The Alfred P. Murrah Center in Oklahoma City—and 168 of the people inside 
it—was destroyed by a domestic terrorist’s car bomb the day I was born. O.J. Simpson 
was acquitted for murder before I could crawl, and Bill Clinton did not have sexual 
relations with that woman before I was even christened. The latter half of the nineties 
was, for me, a blur. I was late to the party. I picked and ate my own boogers through the 
whole thing. And I see now how my Uncle Chris, when he saw me gurgling in my giant 
doily of a Christening gown, would have been moved by how new and ignorant I was in 
my first days. In his poem I detect celebration: the possibility! The game of discovery! 
But I also sense a warning: baby girl, you don’t know how prickly this world can be. You 
cannot know, but one day you will.   
I was three years old when Chris, my father’s brother, died after AIDS. I struggle 
to determine which memories of him are true memories and which are mosaics of home 
video, other people’s stories, and my own grand suppositions about who I would like this 
sainted painter, poet, and computer programmer to have been. As I have gotten older, I 
have come closer to understanding what Chris called in one of his poems “the dangers of 
the body” or, in other words, the gravity of the disease that took him. But when I settle 
into remembering and honoring the dead, I don’t think about that. I don’t want to think 
about that. For the past year or so, as I’ve gone through my uncle’s paintings, 
sketchbooks, letters, vinyl, and poetry, I’ve reinvented him piece by piece. And if a piece 
is missing, if a memory is void, I’ll just make him into whoever I think he must have 
been. I’ll say to my brother, “Don’t you think Chris would love Father John Misty or Run 
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the Jewels?” I wonder if Chris would even recognize this version of himself, or if he’d 
say, “No, you’ve got it wrong. I’m not some sad hipster. And stop making this about 
you.”  
But here is one memory I know is mine: I know it is my memory because it is 
brief and nearly un-special. Chris and I are sitting on the patio of his house on Julia Street 
in New Orleans. My pink baby briefcase, full of shoddy crayons and watercolor paints, is 
open on the table. I am in Chris’s lap and his hand is on my hand, guiding it as we draw a 
picture. I want to say he said something about making patterns, but I can’t be sure. That’s 
where it becomes invention. 
 I must have been two or three years old then. Later I will learn that Chris, like 
me, was left-handed. From pictures I will learn his look: reddish hair and a broad nose 
and my father’s profile. I will learn that Chris’s ‘friend’ Jack, who came to every family 
holiday even after Chris died, even up until today, was not his friend but his partner or, as 
Chris put it, “all to me and much more.”  
And here is one memory my dad has imparted to me: some hulking kid from 
middle school doesn’t like Chris and says he is going to beat him up. Chris thinks if he 
just acts crazy—if he hops around and plays at knowing kung fu—he’ll scare the bully 
before the fight begins. Kids, including my dad, gather in the parking lot after school to 
watch the fight. And Chris goes nuts. He hollers and takes a Jackie Chan stance, and the 
bully clocks him in the mouth quick. My dad, two years younger than Chris, knows he 
has to do something. He grabs the beefy kid who probably hates Chris for no reason and 
kicks and punches and gets the job done. Brothers saving brothers: a pattern, I 
understand, that they repeated—one giving, one taking—for a long, long time. 
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 Or at least that is what I tell myself when I tell myself the story of my dad and my 
dear, dead artist uncle, when I tell myself a story about what brothers and families are 
supposed to be. But lately I’ve been consumed by all I am missing. What was Chris 
helping me draw? How long did we stay in that moment? And that fight in the parking 
lot: did Chris really say or do nothing wrong? Did my dad really knock that kid flat onto 
his back? Was it like a movie? How much meaning can I heap onto these fragments until 
they sag under that weight?  
As somebody who trades in stories, I also have to consider my greed for narrative, 
how I am so hungry for other people’s memories of my uncle. Part of it, I’m sure, 
involves the funny ways loss operates in our lives. It comes in waves, and at a time in 
where I am just now discovering what has come before and what is yet to be, of course I 
want to know this man who wrote my baptism poem and left the world before I could 
even read it. But the other part of my recent inquisitiveness, I think, involves my desire 
for these stories to go ahead and mean something beautiful. I want to bypass the things 
I’ve heard my dad say about Chris’s bodily decline, pic-lines, sores, the damning 
misconceptions of family and friends, the advent of life-saving drug regimens just 
beyond him, and the last hours when nothing went right. I want to get to the part where 
the stories—happy and horrifying—become special, connected, definite, whole.  
Before Chris died, he helped design an AIDS memorial chair on USM’s campus. 
The words “Sit Here and Remember” are laser-cut into the metal seat. My family visits 
the chair often, once or twice a year, usually around Chris’s birthday or the anniversary 
of his death. We always take pictures in or beside the chair. Through the years of photos, 
you’ll see me and my family in matching madras plaid shorts or my dad clean-shaven or 
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with a beard or my brother’s snaggle tooth or my sister’s broken arm. You’ll see us grow, 
often un-gracefully, in these pictures. You’ll wonder why we’re all piled up in a metal 
chair, smiling without baring our teeth, not sure if what we’re doing is sacred or just plain 
corny.   
But this week something changed. My dad wanted us to visit the chair after he 
heard Sting perform the song “The Empty Chair” during this year’s Oscars ceremony. 
Our family took the obligatory memorial chair picture, but then my dad said he wanted to 
talk to just me. My mom and siblings got in the car, and he handed me his phone and told 
me to press play. Sting sang: 
But keep my place and the empty chair 
And somehow I’ll be there 
And somehow I’ll be there 
Those words were nothing more than a common assurance that the dead are still 
with us if we work to preserve their memories. It was something you might hear at the 
end of a funeral. But as I sat in the chair alone, I thought of Chris as I never had, not as 
the saint I had invented but as the man who had told us to sit and remember.  I looked up 
at my dad, and he was crying. I’ve seen my dad cry many times: for a Warren Zevon 
song, for a heart-strings ESPN special, for his brother. If he has taught me one thing, it’s 
that there is no shame in unmediated sadness. It is part of the territory of memory. Chris 
must have known I needed a warning before I was baptized into the world: how little you 
know, how little you need to know now. He must have known we—and anybody who’s 
lost anybody—need a place to remember things as they were: good, bad, serendipitous, 
senseless.  
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In a poem, Chris writes 
 
I will walk unlonely 
Holding me up 
As I begin to fall, 
 
You 
Lead the way 
And sometimes follow 
 
Our passage is now evermore.  
 
Unlonely: I can’t find a better word for how it feels to remember, to commune 
with—instead of control—memory. Holding me up, leading the way and sometimes 
following: I don’t know any other way to be part of a family. Evermore: that word feels 
like something big and old and irreversible, but I cannot know.  Be still, sit, it is not yet 
for me to know.   
 
